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Primary & Pre-primary

.

Dear Educators, 

I am delighted to present to you the latest edition of our curriculum books catalogue, which reflects 
our commitment to advancing learning in line with the changing education landscape. As we move 
forward into a new era of education, it is crucial for us to adapt and evolve to meet the needs of our 
students and educators.

The release of the draft National Curriculum Framework 2023 has brought about significant 
changes and revisions in the educational landscape. At Macmillan Education India, we recognize 
the importance of aligning our resources with this framework to ensure that our materials support 
the teaching-learning experience. Our team has worked to revise and develop curriculum books 
that cater to the updated requirements of the draft National Curriculum Framework 2023. We have 
taken into consideration the NCF recommendations, educational pedagogies, latest research, and 
best practices to create engaging and comprehensive resources that facilitate effective learning 
outcomes. 

I am proud to share that Macmillan Education India has been recognized for our dedication to 
excellence and innovation. In 2022, our textbook “Hop Skip and Jump” won the First Prize for 
Excellence in Book Production in the category of textbooks: School - Nursery to Class V, English, 
awarded by the Federation of Indian Publishers. Additionally, we have been honored as one of the 
Most Trusted Brands in 2023 by Marksmen Daily. 

Our catalogue showcases a diverse range of textbooks and supplementary resources that cover 
various subjects and grade levels, ensuring a good experience for teachers and students alike. We 
are committed to leveraging technology to enhance the learning experience and we offer a range of 
digital solutions, including Learning Management System, interactive e-books, online assessments, 
and multimedia resources which seamlessly integrate in the classroom environment. 

I would like to express my gratitude to all our partners, educators, and stakeholders for their 
unwavering support. We are dedicated to continuously improving and adapting our resources to 
meet the ever-changing needs of the education community. Together, let us shape the future of 
education and empower the next generation of learners.

 
Rajesh Pasari 

Managing Director



https://www.macmillaneducationeverywhere.com/

Macmillan Education Everywhere is a one-stop website for your digital learning 
content. 

Each book is accompanied by a variety of well-researched digital teaching-learning 
resources for learners and teachers to make teaching and learning effective.

 For both Learners and Teachers: Along with an integrated e-book, a collection of 
animations, interactive activities and games can be accessed using the access code 
given in this book.

 For Teachers only: Lesson plans, answer keys and an easy-to-use Test 
Generator available exclusively.

mee
macmillan education everywhere

Digital Teaching and Learning Resources

Audio inputs to enhance 
listening skills 

Animations to aid  
audio visual learners

Learn More includes
additional resources

Interactive Activities and 
Games for increased 

engagement and learning

Worksheets/Practice 
Sheets for revision

Lesson plans include 
detailed guidelines and 
teaching strategies for 

effective classroom 
instruction

Audio Animations Test Generator

Learn More

Worksheets

Lesson Plans

Interactive Activities 
and Games

To view your e-book, 
scan the QR code:

Question Bank for  
competency-based  

assessment
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• Schools will be able to use ALTURA to enhance teaching-learning to take it to the  
next level

• Teachers will use ALTURA effectively to save time and make work easy
• Parents will become partners in education by getting full visibility into how their child  

is performing
• Students will get conceptual clarity and become learners for life

Interactive E-books, with 
embedded Multimedia 

Resources and Activities 
for Self-learning

Printed Coursebooks, 
Workbooks, 

Supplementary eReaders 
in English & Teacher 

Manuals

Extensive Teacher 
Resources with 
Lesson Plan for 

Effective Teaching

Blended Learning 
 Solution

Browser and App 
access for Teachers, 

Students and Parents

Extensive Question Bank 
for Assessments and 
Subsequent Grading

Performance 
Reports for School 

Management,Teachers and 
Students

Endorsed by

Foundation for Innovation
and Technology Transfer, IIT Delhi

Advancing Learning and Teaching Advancing Learning and Teaching 
Using Resources and AssessmentsUsing Resources and Assessments  

                                      Aligned with National Curriculum Framework for Foundational Years 2022

Enhance academic 
performance with futuristic 

solution
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Primary & Pre-primaryAligned with NCF 2022 for the Foundational Years as well as the latest National 
Curriculum Framework for School Education: Preparatory stage. 

Altura Level No. of Books Price

Mathematics, English and EVS Class 1 (With LMS) 6 3563/-

Mathematics, English and EVS Class 2 (With LMS) 6 3563/-

Mathematics, English and EVS Class 3 (With LMS) 7 3870/-

Mathematics, English and EVS Class 4 (With LMS) 7 3870/-

Mathematics, English and EVS Class 5 (With LMS) 7 3870/-

Mathematics, English, Science & SST Class 3 (With LMS) 8 3970/-

Mathematics, English, Science & SST Class 4 (With LMS) 8 3970/-

Mathematics, English, Science & SST Class 5 (With LMS) 8 3970/-

# MRP includes 18% GST on LMS.
• LMS includes all digital resources available through the separate log-ins to Teachers & Students
• Class 3-5 we can choose bundle with EVS or Science & SST basis school requirement
• *General Knowledge available on LMS

• Multiple Delivery Formats – Online and Offline
• Works on all Operating Systems: Windows (10+), Linux (Ubuntu), Macintosh, Chrome OS;  

Mobile: Android, iOS
• Works on browsers: Firefox, Edge, Safari and Chromebook 
• Integration with virtual classroom software - Google Classrooms, Microsoft Teams, Zoom and more

Ease of Setting up ClassesEasy Login
Teacher, Student and  

Parent App

Variety of 
Assessments with 

Remediation

Altura includes an Integrated Learning Management System (LMS) 

E-reader
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•	 Learning Outcomes: significant learning outcomes that learners will achieve on completion of the lesson
•	 Study Skills: building positive study habits for effective retention and independent learning
•	 Nature Walk: encourages learners to experience the natural world and learn new concepts
•	 Oral Maths Talk: warm-up activities at the beginning of chapter to develop oral calculation and reasoning
•	 Arts-and Sports-integrated Learning: to understand the application of mathematics in arts and sports 
•	 Story Time: mathematical stories for language and literacy development
•	 21st Century Skills: lesson components tagged, along with a consolidated list of skills
•	 Cross-curricular Projects and Project-based Learning: collaborative activities for experiential learning
•	 Model Test Papers: two tests, one after each semester, for assessment
•	 360-degree Holistic Progress Cards: comprehensive checklists to assess competency-based assessment

 y Play-based learning: activities for collaborative learning in the foundational years
 y Learning outcomes: indicated for every lesson to enable goal-oriented learning
 y Circle Time: fun activities that promote learning in a nurturing, stress-free environment
 y Experiential learning: to promote ‘learning through reflection on doing’
 y Art-integrated learning: for strengthening the linkages between education and culture 
 y My India My Pride: pages to make learners aware of India’s rich heritage
 y DIY: Do it yourself activities for nurturing creativity and experiential learning
 y Cross-curricular Projects and Project-based Learning: collaborative activities
•	 360-degree Holistic Progress Cards: comprehensive checklists to assess competency-based assessment
 y Model Test Papers: two tests, one after each semester, for assessment 

Mathematics

EVS & Social Studies

6

(Textbooks and Workbooks for Classes 1-5)

(EVS Class 1-2 & Social Studies (Classes 3 – 5)

	y Play-based learning: activities for collaborative learning in the foundational years

	y Learning outcomes: indicated for every lesson to enable goal-oriented learning

	y Indian selections: texts to make learners aware of India’s rich cultural diversity and literary heritage 

 y Experiential learning: to promote ‘learning through reflection on doing’
	y Art-integrated learning: for strengthening the linkages between education and culture 

	y My India My Pride: pages to make learners aware of India’s rich heritage

	y Circle Time: pages with simple, language-related games for learners to play in groups

	y Cross-curricular Projects and Project-based Learning: collaborative activities

	y 360-degree Holistic Progress Cards: comprehensive checklists to assess competency-based assessment
	y Model Test Papers: two tests, one after each semester, for assessment

English (Readers, Workbooks, Supplementary eReaders for Classes 1 – 5)

*General Knowledge available on LMS

Revised

Revised

Revised

Subjects Classes

Mathematics, English and Environmental Sciences 1-5

Science and Social Studies 3-5



•	 Lesson schema: a diagrammatic representation of key concepts
•	 Learning outcomes: what the learners will achieve on completion of the lesson
•	 Warm-up: interactive tasks to engage learners
•	 Did you know? additional information to extend knowledge
•	 Words to know: important terms and their meanings to enrich vocabulary
•	 Concept recall: visual summaries of concepts to aid in longer retention
•	 Activity: skill-based activities to aid in experiential learning/art-integrated learning
•	 Assessments: Quick Check (in-text questions)/Exercises/HOTS/Model Test Papers to assess learning
•	 Cross-curricular project: tasks to develop understanding and skills through interconnected topics
•	 Talk: discussion-based questions to develop scientific communication skills
•	 360-degree holistic progress card: continuous and comprehensive assessments
•	 Project-based learning: classroom/home-based group projects to develop research skills
•	 Study skills: for efficient study habits, effective retention and independent learning
•	 My India My Pride: Snippets to instil national pride through the knowledge of India and its varied culture
•	 Personal Safety poster: Personal body safety rules

Science (Textbooks and Workbooks for Classes 3-5) Revised

DIGITAL LEARNING RESOURCES

Common to all

This book is accompanied with a ready-to-use smart suite of digital learning 
resources, closely linked to the curriculum and aligned with the coursebook. 
Click on the URL to access the digital learning resources. 

https://www.mee.macmillaneducation.com/ To access 
 Altura digital resources, 

scan the QR code

7
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Our Offering

Backend Operator Console
(Web Version)

APP–Android/iOS

Smart Learning App  
with 

GK Smart (Classes 1-8)
Science and Maths NCERT 
Workbooks (Classes 6-8) 

Zippee – your Zipway to a world of knowledge

• A new exciting, digital learning app which helps you learn and 
explore diverse topics of interest

• Learn through short snippets, videos/animations

• Have fun while playing different types of quizzes with your 
friends and shine on the leaderboard

8
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• Flow of teaching numeracy 
skills

• Number rhymes – counting 
forward and backwards

• Subitizing 

• Ordinal and cardinal numbers

• Learning about shapes

This self-paced course introduces the concept of critical 
thinking and how to infuse it in the classroom.

This self-paced course will equip learners with the right 
pedagogical tools & techniques to bring storytelling into their 
classrooms.

Explore strategies for leading in a changing world where 
adaptive pressures will continue to challenge all of us. Discover 
new ways to approach school leadership and take thoughtful 
action on the way forward.

Expand your understanding of what is experiential learning, its 
importance, and its application in your school and classroom to 
help students achieve better learning outcomes.

• The 44 phonic sounds

• Phonemic awareness

• Blends and diagraphs

• The reading trajectory

• The writing trajectory

• The great reading-writing 
debate

This course is designed to identify psychosocial issues in the 
classroom at an early stage and equip teachers to become 
counsellors.

Dr. Swati Popat Vats
President  
Early Childhood Association, India

Padma Shri Dr. Anil Srinivasan  
Subject Expert
Pianist/Founder of Rhapsody

Ms. Aparna Athreya  
Subject Expert
STEM Educator and Trainer

Ms. Aparna Athreya  
Subject Expert
STEM Educator and Trainer

Prof. Harish Chaudhry 
Professor, Department of Management Studies, 
IIT Delhi

Dr. Vasanthi Thiagarajan  
Subject Expert,
Principal, Sishya School, Bangalore

Ms. Faridah Bawani
Territory Head  
Early Childhood Association, India

Dr Samir Parikh
Consultant Psychiatrist,  
Fortis Healthcare

2 Weeks

2 Weeks

2 Weeks

4 Weeks

2 Weeks

2 Weeks

4 Weeks

Developing Foundational Numeracy

Using Critical Thinking in the Classroom

Art Integrated Learning

Storytelling in the Classroom

Essentials of School Leadership

Implementing Experiential  
Learning in Classroom

Developing Foundational Literacy

Basic Counselling Course

2 Weeks

Scan the QR code 
for registration 

To know more, visit:  https://macmillan-education-india.teachable.com

Learn critical career development skills at 
your convenience

Be future ready
Skilful
Be future ready

In line with National Education Policy 2020, the course, Art Integrated 
Learning will help teachers understand the concept and application 
of Art Integration across curricular subjects, and how educators can 
adopt this pedagogy in the classroom.

Course fee: ` 1000/- Course fee: Free

Course fee: ` 500/-

Course fee: ` 500/-

Course fee: ` 500/-

Course fee: ` 500/-

Course fee: ` 500/-

Course fee: ` 500/-



Pre-primary & Primary

Title

Level

Foundational Stage

Playgroup Nursery Junior KG Senior KG C1 C2

Hi! Hello!   

Hop Skip and Jump     

Timtim   

Picture Dictionary 

The Songs the Letters Sing    

Activity World   
My First, Second, Third Activity 
Books   

Early Birds   
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Preschool is an important stage in a child’s life as they begin to observe and explore 
the world around them. Recent research has shown clear evidence that the brain 
develops to its maximum potential during early years. It is therefore important 
to create a stimulating and enriching physical and psychosocial environment  to 
help the child’s brain develop to its full potential. This stage is also important as a 
foundation for the inculcation of social values and personal habits, that last a lifetime.

Based on this understanding, Hi! Hello! aims at providing ample opportunities to 
facilitate the holistic development of children in all domains.

Objectives of Hi! Hello!

• To enhance the all-round development of children through developmentally 
appropriate activities

• To develop cognitive skills for a smooth transition from preschool to primary 
school

• To make children effective communicators and involved learners

• To continuously assess and evaluate children

• To respect the individual differences of children

Practice  
Workbooks

Rhymes

Digital 
Resources

Playing and 
 learning

Cooperative 
learning

Stories

Teachers
Resources

Additional worksheets for 
practice and ‘one step ahead’ 

learning.

Audio and video rhymes, 
and games to enhance 

aural-oral skills and 
encourage the use of 

English language in day-to-
day conversations.

Alphabet Stories, Stunning 
Animals App, Rainbow 

Tracing App, animations—
rhymes and stories, flash 

cards.

Creative and rhythmic 
movement worksheets to 

promote gross  
motor skills.

Activities to encourage 
cooperation and 

collaboration skills.

Stories to develop social 
skills such as communication, 
sharing, respect and empathy.

Daily lesson plans, 
additional worksheets, 
e-books, animations-

rhymes and stories, flash 
cards, Games and Apps.

  Nursery  Junior KG  Senior KG

Hi! Hello!

Literacy 
Skills 

Customer Support Number: +91-8130588966 

Preschool is an important stage in a child’s 
life as he/she begins to observe and explore 
the world around him/her. Recent researches 
have shown clear evidences that the brain 
develops to its maximum potential during 
these early years. It is therefore important to 
create a stimulating and enriching physical 
and psychosocial environment to help the 
child’s brain develop to its full potential.  
This stage in life is also important as a 
foundation for the inculcation of social values 
and personal habits, that last a lifetime.

Based on this understanding, Hi! Hello! aims 
at providing ample opportunities to facilitate 
the holistic development of children in all  
the domains.

OTHER BOOKS IN THE PACKAGE

Components of Hi! Hello!
The series comprises three kits for classes—
Nursery, Junior KG and Senior KG.
Each kit includes—
• Literacy skill sheets
• Numeracy skill sheets
• General awareness skill sheets
• Rhymes and stories
• Practice workbooks
• FREE teacher’s resources: daily lesson

plans, additional worksheets, e-books,
animations—rhymes and stories, flash
cards, games and Apps.

Senior 
KG

Senior KG 
Literacy Skills

Aligned to NCERT’s and CISCE’s Pre-primary Curricula

Numeracy 
Skills

Aligned to NCERT’s and CISCE’s Pre-primary Curricula

Senior 
KG

Practice 
Workbook 
(Literacy Skills)

Aligned to NCERT’s and CISCE’s Pre-primary Curricula

Senior 
KG

General 
Awareness

Aligned to NCERT’s and CISCE’s Pre-primary Curricula

Senior 
KG

Rhymes 
and 

Stories

Senior 
KG

Aligned to NCERT’s and CISCE’s Pre-primary Curricula

Separate 
Practice 

Workbooks for 
Literacy and 

Numeracy Skills

H
i! H

ello! Senior K
G

 Literacy Skills

Part of  pack, not to be sold loose.

Weight: 000g

ISBN Level Price

9789389466799 Nursery 1190.00

9789389466805 Junior KG 1190.00

9789389466812 Senior KG 1190.00
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ISBN Level Price

9789356660090 Nursery 1725/-

9789356660106 Junior KG 1780/-

9789356660113 Senior KG 1780/-

Aligned to the National Early Childhood Care and Education(ECCE) Curriculum 
Framework and the Pre-school curriculum by NCERT, Revised and Enhanced Hop 
Skip and Jump is an easy-to-use comprehensive pre-primary programme designed 
for early childhood needs, abilities, and interests. The series comprises three kits for 
classes–Nursery, Junior KG, and Senior KG.

  Nursery  Junior KG  Senior KG

Nursery Kit
• Literacy Skill Sheets

• Numeracy Skill Sheets with 
stickers

• General Awareness Skill Sheets 
with stickers

• My Mini Alpha Book with stickers 
to reinforce alphabet knowledge

• My First book of stories to develop 
environmental consciousness

• My First Book of Rhymes and 
Songs to foster cognitive and 
speech development

• My First Book of Art and Craft to 
enhance creativity

• My first book of SEL, STEM and 
Creative Coding 
 
 
 
 

Junior Kit
• Literacy Skill Sheets

• Numeracy Skill Sheets

• General Awareness Skill Sheets

• My First Book of Phonics for 
phonemic awareness and reading 
fluency

• My Second book of stories 
to develop environmental 
consciousness

• My Second Book of Rhymes and 
Songs to foster cognitive and 
speech development

• My First Book of Handwriting for 
letter formation

• My Second Book of Art and Craft 
to enhance creativity

• My second book of SEL, STEM and 
Creative Coding 
 
 
 

Senior Kit
• Literacy Skill Sheets
• Numeracy Skill Sheets
• General Awareness Skill Sheets
• My Second Book of Phonics for 

phonemic awareness and reading 
fluency

• My Third Book of Stories 
to develop environmental 
consciousness

• My Third Book of Rhymes and 
Songs and Songs to foster 
cognitive and speech development

• My Second Book of Handwriting or 
letter formation

• My Third Book of Art and Craft to 
enhance creativity

• My third book of SEL, STEM and 
Creative Coding

*Prices given here are for complete pack/kit. For price of 
individual books, you may refer to pack/kit.

Hop Skip and JumpH
O

P SK
IP A

N
D

 JU
M

P
® • Senior K

G
 • Literacy Skills (Enhanced)

SENIOR KG • LITERACY SKILLS

Customer Support Number: +91-9599880881

` 290.00

Weight 000g
9 7 8 9 3 5 6 6 6 0 1 1 3

ISBN 935666011- 5

Senior KG Kit Includes

• Literacy Skill Sheets
• Numeracy Skill Sheets
• General Awareness Skill Sheets and

activities aligned with UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs)

• My Second Book of Phonics 
• My Second Book of Handwriting
• My Third Book of Stories with focus 

on climate action

• My Third Book of Rhymes and 
Songs

• My Third Book of Art and Craft

• My Third Book of Social and 
Emotional Learning (SEL) and 
Science, Technology, Engineering 
and Mathematics (STEM) and 
Creative Coding

Aligned to the Early Childhood 

Care and Education (ECCE) 

Curriculum Framework and 

the Pre-school  Curriculum of 

NCERT, Hop Skip and Jump® 

is an easy-to-use and popular 

pre-primary programme 

designed especially for early 

childhood learners’ unique 

needs, abilities and interests.

The series comprises three kits 

for classes Nursery, Junior KG 

and Senior KG. 

Based on the multi-sensory 

approach and lavishly 

illustrated, each kit 

provides a comprehensive 

curriculum, encompassing 

key early childhood content 

areas, including phonemic 

awareness, numeracy, general 

awareness, art and craft, 

rhymes and songs, stories, 

handwriting and more.

FREE Additional Resources

• Vocabulary Flashcards • Brain Breaks • I Can...I Will... Card • Poster • Stick Puppets
• Digital Learning Resources • Certificate of Completion

Easy-to-use Digital Learning Resources

• E-book • Flashcards—Alphabet, Numbers, Colours and Shapes • Animations
on key Concepts, Rhymes and Stories • Audio Rhymes • Video Rhymes 
• Slide Shows on Phonics • Letter Game • Alphabet Stories • Letter Formation Videos 
• Stunning Animals App • Because We Care: A manual for parents (grandparents)

FREE Teaching Resources

• Classroom Arrangement and Management Tips and Ideas • Lesson Plans for
Effective Classroom Transaction • 31 Greeting Ideas • 51 Fun Games and Activities 
• 51 Ideas for Restorative Practice Circles for Young Learners to Safely Practise Listening 
and Speaking, and  Build Their Social Emotional Skills and Lead to Emotional Literacy 
• Holistic Report Cards covering Cognitive, Affective and Psychomotor Domains

Climate 
Stories

(SOCIAL AND  
EMOTIONAL LEARNING)

Creative 
Coding </>

SENIOR KG
Literacy SkiLLS

®

®

As per Mandate Document 
(2022) for National 
Curriculum Framework (NCF)

Focus on 
Foundational Literacy 
and Numeracy (FLN) 

As per the latest NCF for 
the Foundational years

A Hindi series for 3 levels of early childhood education.

TIMTIM

ISBN Level Price

9789386424754 Timtim Level -1 160.00

9789386424778 Timtim Level -2 175.00

9789386424792 Timtim Level -3 185.00

Macmillan Publishers India Pvt. Ltd.
www.macmillaneducation.in

twfu;j osQ thfVefVe ikBekyk ulZjh ls lhfu;j osQ th rd osQ fy, gSA budh jpuk 
ckY;koLFkk osQ Nk=kksa dh ns[kus&ij[kus dh {kerk] mudh #fp;ksa] Hkkoukvksa 
vkSj fo'ks"krkvksa dks è;ku esa j[kdj fd;k x;k gSA bl Ük`a[kyk dk mn~ns'; 
Nk=kksa dks ¯gnh Hkk"kk osQ izfr vkd£"kr djuk gSA

eq[; ¯cnq%

 lqanj vkSj euksjatd fp=k

 laiw.kZ o.kZekyk rFkk funsZ'kksa lfgr o.kks± dks cukus gsrq laosQr

 nks&rhu&pkj v{kjksa ls cus 'kCn

 vkd"kZd rFkk ftKklk mRiUu djus gsrq fp=k&iBu

 euksjatd dfork,¡ rFkk y?kq&dFkkvksa dk lekos'k

` 170

Weight:
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Hop Skip and Jump (Readers and Workbooks)
Classes: 1 – 2

Aligned with NCF 2022 for the Foundational Years, Hop Skip and Jump for Classes 
1 and 2 has been especially designed to cater to the unique learning needs of the 
foundational years. Each Coursebook, with its corresponding Workbook, provides 
ample scope for young learners to create, collaborate and learn with active 
engagement.

•	 Learning outcomes for every lesson to enable goal-oriented learning

•	 Experiential learning  and art-integrated  learning activities with a cross-
curricular approach to provide hands-on experiences

•	 Focus on 21st Century Skills, social-emotional learning and SDGs to prepare 
learners to be global citizens

•	 Graded phonics tasks to strengthen speaking and reading skills

•	 ‘My India My Pride’ section to make learners aware of India’s rich heritage

•	 ‘At Play’ includes language-related games for collaborative learning

•	 Be Creative /Movement Games to develop gross motor skills

•	 Nature Walks to explore and experience the natural world

•	 Maths Talk to develop maths communication skills of problem-solving  
and reasoning

•	 Story Time on mathematics and general awareness for language and  
literacy development

Subject School Preparation 
Module in Class 1 Coursebook Workbook Digital Resources

Literacy Skills    

Numeracy Skills    

General awareness    

Art and craft  

Stories to Read and 
Enjoy  

As per the latest NCF for 
the Foundational years

ISBN Level Price

978-9356664012 Class 1 1890.00

978-9356664029 Class 2 1890.00

*Prices given here are for complete pack/kit.  
For price of individual books, you may refer to 

pack/kit.
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ISBN Level Price

9789386263452 Sr KG 350.00

ISBN Level Price

9780333913871 Preparatory Primer 170.00

9780333913888 Book 1 170.00

9780333913895 Book 1A 180.00

9780333913901 Book 2 180.00

9780333913918 Book 2A 180.00

9780333913925 Book 3 185.00

My First, Second, Third Activity Books have been designed to encourage children to 
think, analyse, deduce, and learn basic language and mathematical concepts.

• Covers all the competencies required at the pre-primary level

• Attractive illustrations to capture the interest of children
AudioISBN Level Price

9789350592014 Book 1 305.00

9789350592021 Book 2 315.00

9789350592038 Book 3 315.00

Activity World 1A, 1B, 2A, 2B, 3A and 3B comprising 6 books for Nursery, LKG, and 
UKG is a perfect pre-primary series. Well-thought-out learning activities enable 
children to realise their latent potential and prepare them for admission and 
successful learning at the primary school level

• Age-appropriate activities to enhance sensorial learning and vocabulary along 
with developing literacy, numerical, and creative skills of students

• Teacher’s Handbook

  
  

   
      

For both teachers and students       Only for teachers

e-book Animations Audio Worksheets

ISBN Level Price

9789350594667 Activity World 1A & B 925.00

9789350594735 Activity World 2A & B 940.00

9789350594094 Activity World 3A & B 940.00

Activity World

My First, Second, Third Activity Books

  Nursery  Junior KG  Senior KG

 Nursery  Junior KG  Senior KG

The first ideal dictionary for children with its colourful illustrations is perfect for 
reinforcing the language learnt in any primary course. It also includes word games and 
puzzles to practice vocabulary.

• Preparatory primer approaches the teaching of 
reading more through the whole-word method 
than the letter sound

• Introduces the basic consonant and vowel sounds 
through a carefully selected set of minimal pair 
words

Picture Dictionary

The Songs the Letters Sing

 Senior KG

 Playgroup  Nursery  Junior KG  Senior KG

Picture Skills Dictionary
• 500 words

• Alphabetical word-list

• 10 theme pages

• Teacher’s notes

*Prices given here are for complete pack/kit. 
For price of individual books, you may refer 

to pack/kit.
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Early Birds provides comprehensive coverage of reading, writing and numeracy 
concepts fundamental to early childhood learning. It is graded at three levels–
Nursery, Junior KG & Senior KG.

Skill based series to develop following skills and concepts:

• Literacy Skills

 » Reading Skills: develop pre-reading skills, such as matching, prediction, language 
skills, phonological, and phonemic awareness

 » Writing Skills: help develop more advanced handwriting skills. Pencil grip, 
prompts and chanting components in the books help in enhancing writing skills

• Numeracy Skills: encourages children to be active participants in the learning  
and lay foundations on which computational, organisational classification and 
interpretation skills through pictorial representation can be built

• Activities that meet the requirements and follow the sequence of curriculum

• A ‘Talking Teacher’: character who supports learning and encourages vocabulary 
building

• Learning Outcome shown at the foot of each page indicates the skills that are the 
focus of the activity on that page

• Checklist - facilitates the monitoring of each child’s progress

• Parents can use the outcomes of checklist to keep themselves informed of their 
child’s achievement

• 20 Extension Activities - for additional practice

• Useful notes with skills-specific information, at the beginning of each book

ISBN Level Price

Numeracy Skills

9789386263360 Nursery 310

9789386263391 Junior KG 325

9789386263421 Senior KG 335

Reading Skills with songs and stories

9789386263377 Nursery 310

9789386263407 Junior KG 325

9789386263438 Senior KG 335

Writing Skills

9789386263384 Nursery 310

9789386263414 Junior KG 325

9789386263445 Senior KG 335

Early Birds Fine Motor Skills

9789350374178 Nursery 165

9789350374185 Junior KG 220

9789350374192 Senior KG 235

Early Birds Package

9789352521975 Nursery Package 770

9789352521982 Junior KG Package 775

9789352521999
Sr KG Package with 
Picture Dictionary

1025

Early Birds
  Nursery  Junior KG  Senior KG

Early Birds provides 

comprehensive coverage 

of the reading, writing 

and numeracy concepts 

fundamental to Early 

Childhood learning. The nine 

workbooks support a hands-on, 

experience-based approach 

to learning, encouraging 

children to become active 

learners. They are designed 

for use both in the classroom 

and at home, and promote 

parental involvement in 

children’s learning. They also 

offer teachers valuable support 

in monitoring and evaluating 

the performance and progress 

of each individual child.

Macmillan Publishers India Pvt. Ltd.
www.macmillaneducation.in
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*Prices given here are for complete pack/kit. 
For price of individual books, you may refer 

to pack/kit.
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Flash Cards
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Cards
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Foundational Stage Preparatory Stage
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Fusion        

Crimson     

Little Cherry   

Cherry     

Chickka Chickka Boom Boom   

Spring Chickabiddy  

Spring     

Indigo     

Explore       

Rhythms       
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Classes: Nursery - 5

Fusion Revised

FUSION is an All-in-One Semester Series developed along the lines of the 5E 
education format. Lessons, tasks and activities encourage learners to Engage, 
Explore, Experience, Elaborate and get Empowered.

Fusion Nursery to Class 2 follow the tenets of Foundational Literacy and Numeracy 
and the guidelines of the National Curriculum Framework for Foundational Stage. At 
the classes 1 and 2 levels, the series covers lessons in English, Maths, EVS and GK.

Aligned to the draft National Curriculum Framework for Preparatory Stage, Fusion 
for Classes 3 to 5 covers English, Maths, Science, Social Studies and GK. The series is 
designed to offer an engaging environment for learners and teachers.

Mathematics
• ‘Fun Time’ and ‘Maths Lab Activities’ 

• ‘Connect It’ for a real-life connect 

• ‘Step Ahead’ and ’Curious Minds’ to enhance higher order thinking skills

Social Science
• ‘Observe and Learn’ to promote social studies skills 

• Do-it-yourself projects 

• ‘Think beyond’ for extensions 

• Practice Maps to develop map skills

English
• Interesting selections in prose and poetry 

• Grammar, Vocabulary, Pronunciation, Punctuation, Writing, Listening and 
Speaking tasks 

• Poetry Appreciation 

• Language Patterns Practice & Worksheets 

• One lesson in comic book format 

• A reading piece in each semester 

• Dictation

Science
• ‘My Pledge’ to nurture meaningful habits 

• ‘Observe and Learn’, and ‘Look Closely’ 

• Do-it-yourself projects

Aligned to the latest National 
Curriculum Framework

ISBN Level Price

Non Perforated

978-9356664302 Nursery Semester 1 590.00

978-9356664210 Nursery Semester 2 590.00

978-9356664128 LKG Semester 1 590.00

978-9356664616 LKG Semester 2 590.00

978-9356664494 UKG Semester 1 590.00

978-9356664579 UKG Semester 2 590.00

978-9356664456 Class 1 Semester 1 650.00

978-9356664531 Class 1 Semester 2 650.00

978-9356664234 Class 2 Semester 1 690.00

978-9356664173 Class 2 Semester 2 690.00

978-9356664265 Class 3 Semester 1 730.00

978-9356664357 Class 3 Semester 2 730.00

978-9356664388 Class 4 Semester 1 750.00

978-9356664418 Class 4 Semester 2 750.00

978-9356664142 Class 5 Semester 1 800.00

978-9356664326 Class 5 Semester 2 800.00

SEMESTER 

ISBN Level Price

978-9356664630 Nursery Term 1 450.00

978-9356664517 Nursery Term 2 450.00

978-9356664593 Nursery Term 3 450.00

978-9356664470 LKG Term 1 480.00

978-9356664555 LKG Term 2 480.00

978-9356664258 LKG Term 3 480.00

978-9356664197 UKG Term 1 510.00

978-9356664289 UKG Term 2 510.00

978-9356664371 UKG Term 3 510.00

978-9356664401 Class 1 Term 1 550.00

978-9356664432 Class 1 Term 2 550.00

978-9356664166 Class 1 Term 3 550.00

978-9356664340 Class 2 Term 1 595.00

978-9356664319 Class 2 Term 2 595.00

978-9356664227 Class 2 Term 3 595.00

978-9356664135 Class 3 Term 1 610.00

978-9356664623 Class 3 Term 2 610.00

978-9356664500 Class 3 Term 3 610.00

978-9356664586 Class 4 Term 1 630.00

978-9356664463 Class 4 Term 2 630.00

978-9356664548 Class 4 Term 3 630.00

978-9356664241 Class 5 Term 1 660.00

978-9356664180 Class 5 Term 2 660.00

978-9356664272 Class 5 Term 3 660.00

TERM
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Crimson is an integrated course in English, Mathematics and Environmental Studies 
and General Knowledge for classes 1-5. The revised and enhanced series conforms 
to the visions of the National Education Policy 2020 and follows the experiential and 
multi-disciplinary approach to learning.

The series covers two semesters in each academic year and is designed to equip 
learners with the necessary 21st century skills such as collaboration, communication, 
critical thinking, creativity and digital literacy. It also highlights the importance of 
embedding art-integrated education in curricular materials for strengthening the 
linkages between education and culture.

• School Preparedness Module: A section in class 1, semester 1, to help learners 
recapitulate the concepts learnt in pre-primary classes

• COVID-19 Poster: Colourful and informative poster about the prevention and 
spread of COVID-19 disease

• Cyber Safety Pages: Pages designed in the form of comic strips to increase the 
awareness about digital citizenship

• Cross-curricular Projects/Project-based Learning: to help learners adapt their 
thinking skills to different learning concepts

• Learning Outcomes: A list of measurable skills and knowledge 

• Get Ready: Engaging tasks to introduce the concepts

• Quick Check: In-text questions for self-assessment

• Exercises: A variety of engaging questions

• Think and Answer: Questions of higher order thinking skills (HOTS)

• Reflect: Questions on values and life skills

• Do-it-yourself Projects: pair and whole-class activities to facilitate peer and 
experiential learning

• 360-degree Holistic Progress Cards: Continuous and comprehensive 
assessment cards to improve holistic development

• Worksheets/Model Test Paper: A variety of questions for assessment

• Teacher’s Manual: A pool of teaching resources such as hybrid lesson plans, 
answer keys and additional worksheets       

• Digital Resources: An assortment of digital resources for the new-age teachers 
and learners

Classes: 1 – 5

ISBN Level Price

978-9354554056 Class 1 Semester 1 510.00

978-9354554063 Class 1 Semester 2 510.00

978-9354554070 Class 2 Semester 1 545.00

978-9354554087 Class 2 Semester 2 545.00

978-9354554094 Class 3 Semester 1 580.00

978-9354554100 Class 3 Semester 2 580.00

978-9354554117 Class 4 Semester 1 610.00

978-9354554124 Class 4 Semester 2 610.00

978-9354554131 Class 5 Semester 1 655.00

978-9354554148 Class 5 Semester 2 655.00

Crimson (Semester Series)
Aligned with the Mandate Document (2022) for National Curriculum Framework and National Education Policy (2020), 
CRIMSON, a learner-centred series for classes 1–5, follows an experiential and multi-disciplinary approach to learning. The 
series is designed to make learning holistic, discussion-based and discovery-oriented to equip learners with the necessary 
21st century skills. CRIMSON covers two semesters in each academic year and brings together learning materials for English, 
Mathematics, Environmental Studies and General Knowledge. 

KEY FEATURES
• Get Ready/Let’s Revise helps in recapitulating  the concepts learnt 
• Simple and lucid language for easy comprehension 
• Did you know? to enhance learning beyond the classroom 
• Quick check (in-text questions) for self-assessment
• New words with their meanings to enhance vocabulary
• Concept recall in the form of graphic organisers to translate important concepts into visual-learning aids 
• Reflect to imbibe values and life skills 
• INDIA @75: celebrates and commemorates 75 years of independence and our progress in sciences, technology and society
• Virtual tours for extended learning
• Assessments in the form of well-graded Exercises, HOTS, Worksheets and Model Test Papers 
• Cross-curricular projects and Project-based learning are based on a multi-disciplinary approach to explore interconnected 

topics
• Maths Lab Activity/Activity follows experiential learning, and enhances communication and collaboration skills
• Art-integrated learning tasks focussing on music, art and craft
• 21st century skills lesson components tagged with the core and sub-skills
• Current and updated information in the General Knowledge module to increase general awareness 
• 360-degree holistic progress cards comprehensive checklist after every module
• Teachers’ manual includes lesson plans, additional worksheets and answers to questions in the coursebook

` 465

Weight: 
9 7 8 9 3 5 4 5 5 4 0 5 6

ISBN 935455405- 9

Customer Support Number: +91-9599880881
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Macmillan Education listens to educators, and works to meet their 
teaching-learning needs through relevant products and services. 

For any requirements or feedback, write to  
macmillanmarketing@macmillaneducation.com

CRIMSON-1 (SEM-1).indd   1-3CRIMSON-1 (SEM-1).indd   1-3 04/10/22   2:34 PM04/10/22   2:34 PM
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Cherry Classes: 1 – 5

ISBN Level Price

9789354550355 Class 1 Semester 1 585.00

9789354550430 Class 1 Semester 2 585.00

9789354550515 Class 2 Semester 1 605.00

9789354550591 Class 2 Semester 2 605.00

9789354550676 Class 3 Semester 1 635.00

9789354550751 Class 3 Semester 2 635.00

9789354550836 Class 4 Semester 1 660.00

9789354551352 Class 4 Semester 2 660.00

9789354551369 Class 5 Semester 1 680.00

9789354551376 Class 5 Semester 2 680.00

Cherry, a learner-centred series follows the experiential and multidisciplinary 
approach to equip learners with the necessary 21st century skills. Cherry covers 
two semesters in each academic year and brings together English, Mathematics, 
Environmental Studies, Science, Social Studies and General Knowledge. 

• Includes assessments based on SAFAL

• Graded and matched to the number of class hours planned by schools 

• Did you know? to enhance learning beyond the classroom

• Quick check for self-assessment 

• Speak on discussion-based questions 

• Concept recall in the form of graphic organisers 

• Value-based questions to imbibe values and life skills 

• Try this and Club activities pair and whole-class activities  

• Virtual tours for extended learning

• Assessments in the form of well-graded Exercises, HOTS and  
Model Test Papers 

• Cross-curricular projects/Project-based learning

• Art-integrated learning tasks focusing on music, art and craft 

• 21st century skills lesson components tagged with the core and sub-skills 

• Current and updated information in the General Knowledge worksheets 

• 360-degree holistic progress cards comprehensive checklist 

• Workbook with a variety of questions mapped to each lesson

• Teachers’ manual includes lesson plans, additional worksheets, answers to 
questions in the coursebook and workbook

Class

4
Semester

2

Revised

Customer Support Number: +91-9599880881

Class 4 • Semester 2

Revised

C
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• Experiential Learning • Cross-curricular Focus • 21st Century Skills
• Art-integrated Learning • 360-degree Holistic Progress CardsAs envisaged by the National Education Policy 2020, CHERRY, a learner-centred series for classes 1–5, 

follows the experiential and multidisciplinary approach to learning. The series is designed to make learning 
holistic, discussion-based and discovery-oriented to equip learners with the necessary 21st century skills. 
CHERRY covers two semesters in each academic year and brings together learning materials for English, 
Mathematics, Environmental Studies, Science, Social Studies and General Knowledge. 

KEY FEATURES
• Aligned with the National Education Policy 2020

• Graded and matched to the number of class hours 
planned by schools 

• Language, mathematical and scientific concepts linked 
with interesting explanations, activities and real-life 
examples 

• Simple and lucid language for easy comprehension 

• Warm-up to generate interest in the topic 

• Attractive and realistic pictures for a real-life connect 

• Did you know? to enhance learning beyond the 
classroom 

• Quick check (in-text questions) for self-assessment

• Speak on discussion-based questions to develop 
communication skills

• New words with their meanings to enhance vocabulary

• Concept recall in the form of graphic organisers to 
translate important concepts into visual-learning aids 

• Value-based questions to imbibe values and life skills 

• Try this and Club activities pair and whole-class 
activities to facilitate peer and experiential learning

• Virtual tours for extended learning

• Assessments in the form of well-graded Exercises, 
HOTS and Model Test Papers 

• Cross-curricular projects and Project-based learning
to help learners adapt their thinking skills to different 
learning concepts

• Art-integrated learning tasks focussing on music, 
art and craft

• 21st century skills lesson components tagged with 
the core and sub-skills

• Current and updated information in the General 
Knowledge worksheets to increase general awareness 

• 360-degree holistic progress cards comprehensive 
checklist after every module

• Workbook with a variety of questions mapped to each 
lesson in the coursebook for additional practice

• Teachers’ manual includes lesson plans, additional 
worksheets, answers to questions in the coursebook 
and workbook

Explore and learn using DIGITAL LEARNING RESOURCES

This book is accompanied with a ready-to-use smart suite of digital learning resources, closely linked to the curriculum and aligned 
with the coursebook. Click on the URL to access the digital learning resources and learn anytime, anywhere.
http://learningresources.macmillaneducation.in/

PP Animations PP eBook PP Games P Lesson Plans P Learn More P Test Generator P Worksheets
PP For both teachers and students P Only for teachers

ENGLISH SOCIAL STUDIESSCIENCE GENERAL 
KNOWLEDGE

MATHEMATICS

INCLUDES 
Cyber Safety Pages 

and SDG-aligned 
Poster

Little Cherry

U
K

G
 | Sem

ester 1

UKG Semester 1

 , a semester-wise series for classes LKG and UKG, is a comprehensive learning package 

that meets the requirements of the curriculum outlined by the National Curriculum Framework for 

Early Childhood Education.

The series follows a pictorial, hands-on approach, thus making learning fun, interesting and relevant.

The main features of the books include:

• A unique blend of learning areas—Literacy skills, Numeracy skills and General awareness skills. 

• Colourful real-life illustrations  to relate concepts to everyday life experiences.

• Arts and crafts activities  to develop fine motor skills.

• Revision sheets to test the understanding of concepts.

• Teacher’s tip to facilitate teaching.

• Teacher’s handbook with lesson plans and additional activities.

` 300.00

Weight 000g
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UKG

LITERACY SKILLS

NUMERACY SKILLS

GENERAL AWARENESS

ARTS AND CRAFTS

LIFE SKILLS

Includes Evaluation Sheet

Classes: Nursery, LKG and UKG

Little Cherry is an age-appropriate, child friendly learning programme which 
is based on the VARK (Visual, Aural, Read/Write and Kinaesthetic) model 
of teaching. Core competencies required at the pre-primary level have been 
extensively covered.

• Interesting Worksheets on literacy skills, numeracy skills, environmental 
studies and creative skills

• Additional learning modules on Kannada

• A handbook for teachers to aid teaching

• Digital resources to make the classroom lively 
and interactive

978-9356665255 Nursery Semester 1 450.00

978-9356665323 Nursery Semester 2 450.00

978-9386853592 LKG Semester 1 470.00

978-9386853608 LKG Semester 2 470.00

978-9386853615 UKG Semester 1 490.00

978-9386853622 UKG Semester 2 490.00

Skill based Workbook 2022

978-9354551109 Class 1 140.00

978-9354551185 Class 2 140.00

978-9354551260 Class 3 150.00

978-9354551345 Class 4 150.00

978-9354551420 Class 5 150.00

    AnimationsAnimations

    For both teachers and studentsFor both teachers and students     Only for teachersOnly for teachers

    e-booke-book     GamesGames     Lesson PlansLesson Plans     Learn MoreLearn More     Test GeneratorTest Generator     WorksheetsWorksheets

As per the latest NCF for 
the Foundational years
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A semester series based on the VARK (Visual, Aural, Read/Write and 
Kinaesthetic) model of teaching. The series utilises active learning techniques to 
help the students develop holistically.

• A handbook on detailed daily curriculum plan for teachers which provides 
guidance on the implementation of the programme

• Activity bank, a rich resource of activities, rhymes and stories to be taught in  
the class

• Interesting Worksheets on literacy skills, numeracy skills, environmental studies 
and creative skills presented in a child-friendly manner for each activity

• Digital resources to make the classroom lively and interactive

Chickka Chickka Boom Boom, incorporates the latest research in its formation and 
development, to lay a strong foundation at the pre-primary level.

• The curriculum is a unique blend of Language Development, Preparatory 

ISBN Level Price

978-9350598238 LKG Semester 1 490.00

978-9350598245 LKG Semester 2 490.00

978-9350598252 UKG Semester 1 500.00

978-9350598269 UKG Semester 2 500.00

Spring Chickabiddy (Semester Series)

Chickka Chickka Boom Boom

Macmillan Publishers India Pvt. Ltd.
www.macmillaneducation.in

300.00

Weight: 440 g

Classes: Nursery, LKG and UKG

Classes: LKG and UKG

Mathematics, Environmental Learning, Art and 
Craft, and Life Skills Education in each term

• Well-structured activities including stories, 
rhymes, songs and art and craft activities in 
each term

• Activities to develop fine and gross motor skills 
of children

• Teacher’s Handbook

ISBN Level Price

9789356665163 Nursery Term 1 360.00

9789356665170 Nursery Term 2 360.00

9789356665187 Nursery Term 3 360.00

9789356665194 LKG Term 1 385.00

9789356665200 LKG Term 2 385.00

9789356665217 LKG Term 3 385.00

9789356665224 UKG Term 1 385.00

9789356665231 UKG Term 2 385.00

9789356665248 UKG Term 3 385.00

ISBN Level Price

9789356665262  Nursery Semester 1 460.00

9789356665279  Nursery Semester 2 460.00

9789356665286  LKG Semester 1 490.00

9789356665293  LKG Semester 2 490.00

9789356665309  UKG Semester 1 510.00

9789356665316  UKG Semester 2 510.00

SEMESTER SERIES

 Slide showsVideo Worksheets Audio

For both teachers and students        Only for teachers

As per the latest NCF for 
the Foundational years
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Classes: 1 – 5

As envisaged by the National Education Policy 2020, Spring, a learner-centred 
series for classes 1-5, follows the experiential and multidisciplinary approach to 
learning. The series is designed to make learning holistic, discussion-based and 
discovery-oriented to equip learners with the necessary 21st century skills. Spring 
covers three terms in each academic year and brings together learning materials for 
English, Mathematics, Environmental Studies, Science, Social Studies and General 
Knowledge.

• Graded and matched to the number of class hours planned by schools

• Know More! to enhance learning beyond the classroom 
Quick check (in-text questions) for self-assessment

• Speak on discussion-based questions to develop communication skills

• Let Us Recall recapitulation points in the form of mind maps and flowcharts

• Value cards, Life skills tasks and Art & Craft cards 

• Projects, Experiments and Activities to facilitate experiential learning

• Virtual tours for extended learning

• Assessments in the form of well-graded Exercises, HOTS and Worksheets

• Cross-curricular activities to link different learning concepts

• Art-integrated learning tasks focusing on music, art and craft

• 21st century skills lesson components tagged with the core and sub-skills

• Current and updated information in the General Knowledge worksheets

• 360-degree holistic progress cards comprehensive checklist

• Teachers’ manual includes lesson plans, additional worksheets, answers to 
questions in the coursebook

TERM SERIES

ISBN Level Price

978-9354552380 Class 1 Term 1 480.00

978-9354552434 Class 1 Term 2 480.00

978-9354552441 Class 1 Term 3 480.00

978-9354552458 Class 2 Term 1 490.00

978-9354552465 Class 2 Term 2 490.00

978-9354552519 Class 2 Term 3 490.00

978-9354552526 Class 3 Term 1 515.00

978-9354552533 Class 3 Term 2 515.00

978-9354552540 Class 3 Term 3 515.00

978-9354552595 Class 4 Term 1 545.00

978-9354552601 Class 4 Term 2 545.00

978-9354552618 Class 4 Term 3 545.00

978-9354552625 Class 5 Term 1 560.00

978-9354552670 Class 5 Term 2 560.00

978-9354552687 Class 5 Term 3 560.00

ISBN Level Price

978-9354551772 Class 1 Semester 1 565.00

978-9354551871 Class 1 Semester 2 565.00

978-9354551956 Class 2 Semester 1 595.00

978-9354552038 Class 2 Semester 2 595.00

978-9354552113 Class 3 Semester 1 615.00

978-9354552199 Class 3 Semester 2 615.00

978-9354552274 Class 4 Semester 1 670.00

978-9354552359 Class 4 Semester 2 670.00

978-9354552366 Class 5 Semester 1 675.00

978-9354552373 Class 5 Semester 2 675.00

Spring (Semester/Term Series)

    AnimationsAnimations

    For both teachers and studentsFor both teachers and students     Only for teachersOnly for teachers

    e-booke-book     GamesGames     Lesson PlansLesson Plans

    Learn MoreLearn More     Test GeneratorTest Generator     WorksheetsWorksheets
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Indigo (Term Series)

This well-graded integrated course has been developed to inculcate 21st century 
skills. Focusing on learners’ natural cognitive, emotional and physical development, 
Indigo brings together learning materials on English, Mathematics, Environmental 
Studies, Science, Social Studies and General Knowledge for Classes 1-5. Each subject 
enables the learners to attain learning outcomes as outlined in NCERT’s Learning 
Indicators and Learning Outcomes at the elementary stage. 

• Happiness Journal: Self-directed activities to develop self-awareness 

English

• Let’s Read: Profusely illustrated prose and poem pieces

• Quick Check: In-text questions

• Comprehension Questions: Objective and subjective-type questions, reference to 
context, knowledge-based questions

• Think and Answer: Higher Order Thinking Skills questions (HOTS) 

• Reflect: Questions on values and life skills

• Language Skills: Grammar, vocabulary/spellings, punctuation/dictionary skills, 
listening and speaking skills, writing skills

• Grammar Worksheets: Skill sheets for additional language practice

• Pronunciation Drill: Easy-to-do tasks on phonics

• Read and Enjoy!: Stories for rapid reading

Mathematics

• Let’s Learn: Easy-to-understand mathematical concepts 

• Think and Solve: Higher Order Thinking Skills (HOTS) questions and National Maths 
Olympiad-type questions

• Do it Right: Correcting common mistakes

• Exercises: Questions including word problems

• Maths Lab Activity: Concept-based activities

• Reflect: Questions on values and life skills 

• Mental Maths: Practice questions to do calculations quickly

Environmental Studies

• Let’s Read: Profusely illustrated stories, poems and real-life narratives

• Recall: Summary points for a quick recap

• Exercises: A variety of engaging questions 

• Explore and Discover: Tasks that encourage curiosity

• Fun and Learn: Activities to encourage creativity

• At Home: Fun-filled tasks for extended learning

Classes: 1 – 5

ISBN Level Price

9789389466171 Class 1 Term 1 495.00

9789389466188 Class 1 Term 2 495.00

9789389466195 Class 1 Term 3 495.00

9789389466201 Class 2 Term 1 515.00

9789389466218 Class 2 Term 2 515.00

9789389466225 Class 2 Term 3 515.00

9789389018974 Class 3 Term 1 545.00

9789389018981 Class 3 Term 2 545.00

9789389018998 Class 3 Term 3 545.00

9789389466232 Class 4 Term 1 570.00

9789389466249 Class 4 Term 2 570.00

9789389466256 Class 4 Term 3 570.00

9789389466263 Class 5 Term 1 595.00

9789389466270 Class 5 Term 2 595.00

9789389466287 Class 5 Term 3 595.00
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Explore is a skill enhancement series based on the guidelines of the Early 
Childhood Education programme envisaged by different school boards. The series 
includes skill sheets on literacy, numeracy, general awareness and life skills.

Based on latest blended learning approach

• Age- appropriate activities to develop reading and writing readiness

• Rhymes, stories and mazes 

• ‘My Earth’ badges

• Gross motor activities to promote fitness and good health

• Value tags in each semester to inculcate good habits

Classes: LKG and UKG

Classes: 1 - 5

New Explore® Series 1 to 5 follows the curricular requirements set by the NCF 2005 
guidelines for core subjects such as English, Mathematics, EVS/Science, Social 
Studies and General Knowledge for each semester. 

• A picture-story lesson in English at levels 3 to 5

• All concepts in Mathematics are introduced through picture stories to remove 
maths phobia

• Pictorial representation of examples in English grammar and Mathematics for 
easy comprehension

• Fun Time, Let’s Do, Let’s Explore and Let’s Integrate provide opportunities to 
explore the topics further

• Learning summaries give an overview of the concepts learnt in each semester

• Workbooks are aligned with the course books. They also include activities on 
Art and Craft and Values and Life Skills/Living Together

• Teacher’s Manuals include lesson plans, worksheets and answer keys

    AnimationsAnimations

    For both teachers and studentsFor both teachers and students     Only for teachersOnly for teachers

    e-booke-book     GamesGames     Lesson PlansLesson Plans     Learn MoreLearn More     Test GeneratorTest Generator     WorksheetsWorksheets

ISBN Level Price

978-9354552069 Class 1 Semester 1 635.00

978-9354552076 Class 1 Semester 2 635.00

978-9354552120 Class 2 Semester 1 670.00

978-9354552137 Class 2 Semester 2 670.00

978-9354552144 Class 3 Semester 1 690.00

978-9354552151 Class 3 Semester 2 690.00

978-9354552205 Class 4 Semester 1 730.00

978-9354552212 Class 4 Semester 2 730.00

978-9354552229 Class 5 Semester 1 770.00

978-9354552236 Class 5 Semester 2 770.00

Workbook

978-9354550577 Class 1 Semester 1 & 2 140.00

978-9354550652 Class 2 Semester 1 & 2 140.00

978-9354550737 Class 3 Semester 1 & 2 140.00

978-9354550812 Class 4 Semester 1 & 2 140.00

978-9354551413 Class 5 Semester 1 & 2 140.00

ISBN Level Price

978-9354552281 Explore 2022 Cl 1 Term 1 475.00

978-9354552298 Explore 2022 Cl 1 Term 2 475.00

978-9354552304 Explore 2022 Cl 1 Term 3 475.00

978-9354550232 Explore 2022 Cl 2 Term 1 510.00

978-9354550454 Explore 2022 Cl 2 Term 2 510.00

978-9354550850 Explore 2022 Cl 2 Term 3 510.00

978-9354550935 Explore 2022 Cl 3 Term 1 530.00

978-9354551017 Explore 2022 Cl 3 Term 2 530.00

978-9354551093 Explore 2022 Cl 3 Term 3 530.00

978-9354551178 Explore 2022 Cl 4 Term 1 560.00

978-9354551253 Explore 2022 Cl 4 Term 2 560.00

978-9354551338 Explore 2022 Cl 4 Term 3 560.00

978-9354551451 Explore 2022 Cl 5 Term 1 595.00

978-9354551536 Explore 2022 Cl 5 Term 2 595.00

978-9354551697 Explore 2022 Cl 5 Term 3 595.00

Explore (Semester/Term Series)

Explore

ISBN Level Price

9789388175203  LKG Semester 1 520.00

9789388175210  LKG Semester 2 520.00

9789388175227  UKG Semester 1 540.00

9789388175234  UKG Semester 2 540.00

ISBN Level Price

978-9388175623  LKG Term 1 370.00

978-9388175630  LKG Term 2 370.00

978-9388175647  LKG Term 3 370.00

978-9388175654  LKG Term 1 390.00

978-9388175661  UKG Term 2 390.00

978-9388175678  UKG Term 3 390.00
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Semester/Term Books

Classes: LKG and UKG

Classes: 1 - 5

A term series based on the VARK (Visual, Aural, Read/Write and Kinaesthetic) 
model of teaching. The series utilises active learning techniques to help the students 
develop holistically.

• A blend of learning areas such as Language Development, Preparatory 
Mathematics, Environmental Learning, Art and Craft and Life Skills Education

• Comprehensive evaluation sheets

• Well-structured activities including stories, rhymes and songs

• Activities to develop fine and gross motor skills

Rhythms covers three terms in each academic year and brings together learning 
materials for English, Mathematics, Environmental Studies, Science, Social Studies 
and General Knowledge.

• Graded and matched to the number of class hours planned by schools 

• Quick check for self-assessment 

• Speak on discussion based questions to develop communication skills 

• Concept recall in the form of graphic organisers 

• Value-based questions and life skills

• Try this and Club activities pair and whole-class activities to facilitate peer and 
experiential learning 

• Virtual tours for extended learning 

• Assessments in the form of well-graded Exercises, HOTS and Model Test 
Papers 

• Cross-curricular projects

• Art-integrated learning tasks focusing on music, art and craft 

• 21st century skills lesson components tagged with the core and sub-skills 

• Current and updated information in the General Knowledge worksheets to 
increase general awareness 

• 360-degree holistic progress cards comprehensive checklist after every 
module 

• Workbook with a variety of questions mapped to each lesson in the 
coursebook for additional practice 

• Teachers’ manual includes lesson plans, additional worksheets, answers to 
questions in the coursebook and workbook

ISBN Level Price

978-9354551383  Class 1 Term 1 470.00

978-9354551437  Class 1 Term 2 470.00

978-9354551475  Class 1 Term 3 470.00

978-9354551482  Class 2 Term 1 490.00

978-9354551499  Class 2 Term 2 490.00

978-9354551505  Class 2 Term 3 490.00

978-9354551550  Class 3 Term 1 500.00

978-9354551567  Class 3 Term 2 500.00

978-9354551574  Class 3 Term 3 500.00

978-9354551581  Class 4 Term 1 510.00

978-9354551598  Class 4 Term 2 510.00

978-9354551604  Class 4 Term 3 510.00

978-9354551642  Class 5 Term 1 540.00

978-9354551659  Class 5 Term 2 540.00

978-9354551666  Class 5 Term 3 540.00

Skill based Workbook 2022

978-9354551109 Class 1 140.00

978-9354551185 Class 2 140.00

978-9354551260 Class 3 150.00

978-9354551345 Class 4 150.00

978-9354551420 Class 5 150.00

ISBN Level Price

978-9386853677 LKG Term 1 360.00

978-9386853684 LKG Term 2 360.00

978-9386853691 LKG Term 3 360.00

978-9386853707 UKG Term 1 370.00

978-9386853714 UKG Term 2 370.00

978-9386853721 UKG Term 3 370.00

Rhythms (Term Series)

Rhythms
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Includes
Skill Sheets on 

TAMIL

LKG • Term 1

, a term-wise series for classes LKG and UKG, is a comprehensive learning 
package that meets the requirements of the curriculum outlined by the National 
Curriculum Framework for Early Childhood Education.

The series follows a pictorial, hands-on approach, thus making learning fun, interesting 
and relevant.

The main features of the books include:

• A unique blend of learning areas—Literacy skills, Numeracy skills and General 
awareness skills. 

• Colourful real-life illustrations  to relate concepts to everyday life experiences.

• Arts and crafts activities  to develop fine motor skills.

• Revision sheets to test the understanding of concepts.

• Teacher’s tip to facilitate teaching.

• Teacher’s handbook with lesson plans and additional activities.

` 220.00

Weight 000g

Includes
Skill Sheets on 

TAMIL

With 
Updated  

Map
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Primary & Pre-primary

English

Title

Level

Foundational Stage Preparatory Stage Middle Stage Secondary 
Stage

Nursery Junior 
KG

Senior 
KG C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10

New English Ferry           

English Treasure        

English Brook        

English for the New World        

New Horizons Today          

Kites        

Grammar Way        

Great Fun with Grammar        
My Book of Grammar  
and Composition        

Conversations          
Macmillan Graded Cursive 
Writing       
Macmillan Graded 
Handwriting Series       
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English

Fourth Edition EN
G

LISH
 FER

RY
      R

EA
D

ER   1

Customer Support Number: +91-9599880881 Weight:

` 000

Free 
Resources

My Learning Port: contains a mini dictionary, vocabulary-building worksheets and sight words

My Earth Songs: by Grammy® Award-winning Composer and Conservationist Ricky Kej

A
best-selling

series
English Ferry: A Course in Language and Literature 1 to 8 is based on the principles of Experiential  
Learning. This revised edition conforms to the recommended pedagogical approach and practices enshrined  
in Mandate Document (2022) for National Curriculum Framework and National Education Policy (2020).  
The series comprises Readers and Workbooks for classes 1–8, and Supplementary Readers for classes 3–8. 

Features
 Stories and poems to engage early learners and enable them to connect with themselves, their family, friends and 

natural surroundings
 A school preparation module, consisting of play-based and collaborative activities to ensure that all learners are 

equally school-ready
 Activities for experiential learning with a cross-curricular approach to promote ‘learning through reflection on doing’
 Cross-curricular link to EVS topics across content to sensitise learners to the importance of nature and enable them 

to positively relate to their surroundings
 Content enriched with art-integrated learning for strengthening creativity and imagination in early learners
 Social-emotional learning for holistic education through developing the ‘social and emotional capacities’ of learners
 Graded grammar, introduced pictorially through dialogues among characters from the stories
 Authentic task-based listening and speaking activities to develop oral communication skills
 360-degree holistic progress cards to encourage regular, formative and competency-based assessments
 Comprehensive Teachers’ Manuals with hybrid lesson plans for classroom and virtual learning, answer keys  

to the Readers, Workbooks and Supplementary Readers, and texts for the listening activities

Reader 1Fourth Edition

Classes: Nursery – 8

New English Ferry  
(Reader, Workbook and Supplementary Reader)

New English Ferry, now in its fourth edition, is aligned with NCF 2022 for the 
Foundational Years as well as the draft NCF 2023 for the Preparatory and Middle years. 
The series comprises Readers for Nursery up to Class 8, Workbooks for Classes 1 – 8, 
and Supplementary Readers for classes 3–8.

• The three pre-primary levels added to complete the series

• Activities for play-based and collaborative learning in the foundational years

• Indian texts to make learners aware of India’s rich cultural diversity and literary 
heritage 

• Activities for experiential learning with a cross-curricular approach to promote 
‘learning through reflection on doing’ 

• Content enriched with art-integrated learning for strengthening the linkages between 
education and culture 

• Social-emotional learning for holistic education through developing the ‘social and 
emotional capacities’ of learners

• My India My Pride pages to make learners aware of India’s rich heritage

• At Play pages with simple, language-related games for learners to play in groups

• Be Creative pages with activities involving physical movement and creativity

• Graded grammar, introduced pictorially through dialogues among characters from 
the stories 

• 360-degree holistic progress cards to encourage regular, formative and 
competency-based assessments 

• Focus on UN Sustainable Development Goals to align learners with India’s 
commitment to ‘ensure inclusive and equitable quality education . . . for all’ by 2030 

• Two model test papers for term/semester-end assessment 

New & Revised

ISBN Level Price

Reader

978-9356664845 Nursery 350.00

978-9356664852 Junior KG 350.00

978-9356664869 Senior KG 350.00

978-9356664876 Class 1 495.00

978-9356664883 Class 2 505.00

978-9356664890 Class 3 520.00

978-9356664906 Class 4 550.00

978-9356664913 Class 5 565.00

978-9356664920 Class 6 570.00

978-9356664937 Class 7 570.00

978-9356664944 Class 8 570.00

Workbook

978-9356664760 Class 1 325.00

978-9356664777 Class 2 325.00

978-9356664784 Class 3 335.00

978-9356664791 Class 4 340.00

978-9356664807 Class 5 340.00

978-9356664814 Class 6 345.00

978-9356664821 Class 7 355.00

978-9356664838 Class 8 355.00

Literature Reader

978-9356664708 Class 3 260.00

978-9356664715 Class 4 260.00

978-9356664722 Class 5 270.00

978-9356664739 Class 6 280.00

978-9356664746 Class 7 290.00

978-9356664753 Class 8 295.00

Aligned to the latest National 
Curriculum Framework
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Classes: 1 – 8

English Treasure 
(Reader, Workbook and Supplementary Reader)

New English Treasure is an integrated English course based on the communicative 
approach. The revised edition of the series conforms to the recommended 
pedagogical approach and practices enshrined in the National Education Policy 
(2020). The series aims at enabling the experience of holistic teaching and learning 
for both the teacher and the learner.

• Indian authors and selections to make learners aware of India’s rich cultural and 
literary heritage

• A school preparation module, consisting of play-based and collaborative activities 
to ensure that all learners are equally school-ready

• Activities for experiential learning with a cross-curricular approach to inculcate a 
hands-on and reflective approach to learning

• Focus on 21st Century Skills to prepare learners to be global citizens and 
problem-solvers of the coming decades

• Content enriched with art-integrated learning to underscore the link between 
education and culture

• Social-emotional learning for a holistic development of the learner through 
enabling their ‘social and emotional capacities’

• Graded grammar, which is context embedded and uses appropriate visual 
organisers for ease of understanding, remembering and recalling

• Context-based and theme-linked listening and speaking activities to develop 
aural and oral communication skills

• 360-degree holistic progress cards to encourage regular, formative and 
competency-based assessments

• Workbooks that are thematically and conceptually mapped to Readers

• Supplementary Readers with a rich array of stories and poems, especially of 
Indian origin, to develop love of reading in learners

ISBN Level Price

Reader

9789354551390 Class 1 400.00

9789354551406 Class 2 420.00

9789354551512 Class 3 435.00

9789354551628 Class 4 455.00

9789354551635 Class 5 470.00

9789354551673 Class 6 495.00

9789354551710 Class 7 505.00

9789354551758 Class 8 510.00

Workbook

9789354551833 Class 1 275.00

9789354551840 Class 2 280.00

9789354551864 Class 3 280.00

9789354551932 Class 4 305.00

9789354552083 Class 5 320.00

9789354552090 Class 6 320.00

9789354552168 Class 7 320.00

9789354552175 Class 8 320.00

Supplementary Reader

9789354552243 Class 3 250.00

9789354552250 Class 4 250.00

9789354552632 Class 5 270.00

9789354552328 Class 6 280.00

9789354552335 Class 7 280.00

9789354552397 Class 8 290.00

` 395

Weight: 
9 7 8 9 3 5 4 5 5 1 5 1 2

ISBN 935455151- 3

Customer Support Number: +91-9599880881

Reader 3

English Treasure is an integrated course based on the communicative approach. This revised edition conforms 
to the recommended pedagogical approach and practices enshrined in Mandate Document (2022) for National 
Curriculum Framework and National Education Policy (2020). The series aims at enabling the experience of holistic 
teaching and learning for both the teacher and the learner.

FEATURES
•  Indian authors and selections to make learners aware of India’s rich cultural and literary heritage
•  A school preparation module, with play-based, collaborative activities to make all learners school-ready
•  Activities for experiential learning with a cross-curricular approach for hands-on and reflective learning
•  Focus on 21st Century Skills to prepare learners to be global citizens who are problem-solvers
•  Content enriched with art-integrated learning to foster learning through art and creativity
•  Social-emotional learning for holistic development through enabling learners’ social and emotional capacities
•  Graded grammar, which is context embedded, with appropriate visual organisers for ease of understanding, 

remembering and recalling
•  Context-based, theme-linked listening and speaking activities to develop aural and oral communication skills
•  360-degree holistic progress cards to encourage regular, formative and competency-based assessments
•  Workbooks that are thematically and conceptually mapped to Readers
• Supplementary Readers with stories and poems, especially of Indian origin, to develop the love of reading in learners

Free Resource
My Earth Songs: by Grammy® Award-winning composer and Conservationist Ricky Kej

About the Author
Meenakshi Viswanathan has over three decades of teaching experience, having taught English at the P S Senior 
Secondary School, Chennai. She is a qualified BEC examiner and an accomplished ELT consultant and author. 
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English Brook is an eight-level course, is written in accordance with the 
curriculum prescribed by the Council for the Indian School Certificate 
Examinations (CISCE). The series aims to equip students with language skills 
necessary for real-life use and holistic development, through activities integrating 
individual, pair and group work.

• Theme-based and cross-curricular approach for meaningful linkages across 
subjects

• Contextualised content set in different cultural contexts

• Sequential learning to increase conceptual understanding by revisiting topics/
themes across levels

• A wide range of learning experiences to promote inclusive learning

• Pictorial Grammar, Tree Maps and Tables for quick understanding of grammar

• Dictation to associate sounds with spelling patterns

• Recitation for aural appreciation of literary language

• Picture-based activities to elicit situation-based vocabulary

• Guided writing tasks through samples and formats

• Teacher’s Manuals with yearly academic calendar, additional worksheets and 
answer keys

Classes: 1 – 8

ISBN Level Price

Reader

9789386811110 Class 1 475.00

9789386811127 Class 2 510.00

9789386811134 Class 3 525.00

9789386811141 Class 4 545.00

9789386811158 Class 5 545.00

9789386811165 Class 6 545.00

9789386811172 Class 7 545.00

9789386811189 Class 8 545.00

Workbook

9789386811196 Class 1 310.00

9789386811202 Class 2 310.00

9789386811219 Class 3 310.00

9789386811226 Class 4 310.00

9789386811233 Class 5 310.00

9789386811240 Class 6 325.00

9789386811257 Class 7 325.00

9789386811264 Class 8 325.00

English Brook (Reader & Workbook)

 Puppetry

 

 Rhyme and Rhythm 

  

  

 Speak Right

Animated Stories and Poems

Grammar Slide shows

 The Bard of Avon

Worksheets  Test Generator Lesson Plans

 e-book with Audio

Dual Focus

  Spell Well

Writing Tasks

Common Errors

 Picture Composition

 
 Listening and Speaking Activities 

 

  

  

      

  

  

 Pictionary

Augtraveler

Games

  Only for teachers For both teachers and students
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English for the New World is based on the communicative approach to teaching/
learning of English and has been designed to engage students with the language. 

The Workbooks are aligned with the Readers to ensure mapped learning of 
concepts. Literature Readers, for classes 3 to 8, develop reading skills by exposing 
students to varied literary texts. Well designed assessments within the lessons, 
enabling collaborative learning and peer correction. It also actively promotes cross-
curricular learning while integrating blended learning.

• Includes structured lessons with clearly defined learning objectives

• Allows self-assessment through end of lesson checklists

• Offers a wide range of text types as reading passages

• Sensitises learners to the real world and integrates life skills and  
values cohesively

• Gives ample scope for listening and speaking practice

• Covers grammar concepts with clear explanations and examples

• Develops an active vocabulary base in a graded manner

• Provides extensive pronunciation drills

• Includes comprehensive Teacher’s Manuals and additional Worksheets.

Animations

 Vocab games

 Grammar shows

Vocab App

Writing Task

Watch it! Speak Right

Lesson Plans  Test Generator

Interactive Activitye-book
Listening and  

Speaking Activities

Phrases, Idioms 
and Proverbs

Worksheets

Word Pic

Story Reading

Audio Stories–
Assessment of Speaking 

and Listening (ASL)

Grammar Games Spell Well

Teach More

Dual Focus

Extra Mile

Grid Games

About the  
Authors and Poets

For both teachers and students        Only for teachers

ISBN Level Price

Reader

9789352521395 Class 1 495.00

9789352521401 Class 2 510.00

9789352521418 Class 3 525.00

9789352521425 Class 4 565.00

9789352521432 Class 5 570.00

9789352521449 Class 6 570.00

9789352521456 Class 7 570.00

9789352521463 Class 8 580.00

Workbook

9789352521470 Class 1 350.00

9789352521487 Class 2 350.00

9789352521494 Class 3 350.00

9789352521500 Class 4 360.00

9789352521517 Class 5 360.00

9789352521524 Class 6 365.00

9789352521531 Class 7 365.00

9789352521548 Class 8 365.00

Literature Reader

9789352521555 Class 3 275.00

9789352521562 Class 4 275.00

9789352521579 Class 5 275.00

9789352521586 Class 6 310.00

9789352521593 Class 7 310.00

9789352521609 Class 8 310.00

Classes: 1 – 8

English for the New World  
(Reader, Workbook and Supplementary Reader) 
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The focus of the series is on sharpening four basic language skills through activities 
interwoven in exciting and familiar contexts for today’s learners.

• Inclusion of extracts from the timeless classics of English literature

• Rich variety of exercises with scope for classroom interaction and 
communication

• Tasks which draw upon the student’s language competence to skim, scan, infer 
and analyse the text for global and inferential comprehension

• Well-defined activities to internalise graded, common vocabulary

• Coverage of all important concepts and revision through well-explained 
definitions and examples

• Inclusion of well-defined Listening and Speaking activities for an integrated 
approach to learning of the language

• Workbooks with interesting activities for reinforcement and recapitulation of 
concepts covered in the Readers.

 Slide showsWorksheetsLesson Plans  Test GeneratorInteractive Activity e-book

For both teachers and students       Only for teachers

New Horizons Today (Reader & Workbook)
Classes: 0A – 8

Kites (Reader & Workbook)

Kites is an ELT course developed by language experts. The series encourages the 
idea of drawing strengths from bringing the mother tongue into the classroom 
where necessary, to enrich the experience of a second language learner.

• Focus on developing oral skills at the initial stages, followed by literacy skills 

• Rich variety of reading texts to sustain learners’ interest in a new language

• Comprehension covers factual, inferential, analytical, evaluative, and extrapolative 
questions

• A Ready Reference for Essential Grammar at the end of the book to recapitulate 
the concepts learnt

• Fun activities to engage the students’ interest

• Workbooks directly linked with the Readers

• Supplementary Readers offer a treasury of national and international literature

 Slide shows

 WorksheetsLesson Plans

 Test Generator

Video Audio

e-book
Vocabulary and

Pronounciation App

For both teachers and students      Only for teachers

ISBN Level Price

Reader

9789387687882 Class 1 335.00

9789387687899 Class 2 335.00

9789387687905 Class 3 385.00

9789387687912 Class 4 385.00

9789387687929 Class 5 385.00

9789387687936 Class 6 400.00

9789387687943 Class 7 400.00

9789387687950 Class 8 400.00

Workbook

9789387687974 Class 1 140.00

9789387687981 Class 2 140.00

9789387687998 Class 3 160.00

9789387687967 Class 4 160.00

9789387914001 Class 5 160.00

9789387914018 Class 6 160.00

9789387914025 Class 7 160.00

9789387914032 Class 8 160.00

Classes: 1 – 8

ISBN Level Price

Reader

9789350594698 Class 0A 330.00

9789350594728 Class 0B 330.00

9789350594742 Class 1 360.00

9789350594940 Class 2 360.00

9789350594957 Class 3 380.00

9789350594964 Class 4 400.00

9789350594971 Class 5 405.00

9789350594988 Class 6 410.00

9789350595008 Class 7 415.00

9789350595015 Class 8 415.00

Workbook

9789350595022 Class 0A 285.00

9789350595138 Class 0B 285.00

9789350595145 Class 1 290.00

9789350595152 Class 2 290.00

9789350595169 Class 3 290.00

9789350595176 Class 4 305.00

9789350595251 Class 5 305.00

9789350595725 Class 6 310.00

9789350595732 Class 7 310.00

9789350595923 Class 8 310.00
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Grammar Way is an eight-level series on grammar. It is based on the eclectic 
approach to language acquisition and helps students learn grammar through both 
inductive and deductive methods. The series also covers vocabulary, reading 
comprehension and composition to provide students with a holistic language 
learning experience while strengthening their knowledge of grammar. 

• Well-graded, in-depth and level-appropriate learning of grammar concepts

• Grammar Activities to promote collaborative learning

• Fun-based Activities to reinforce concepts and to promote collaborative learning

• Review Sheets to monitor student learning

• Model Test Paper that serves as an end-of-the-year assessment

• Grammar Hut – gives a quick recap to key grammar concepts

• Teacher’s Manual with answer key 
and sample answer for open ended 
questions

Great Fun with Grammar is a tried-and-tested grammar learning tool that adopts 
a contemporary language teaching approach. The enhanced explanations of key 
grammar concepts and ensures that the  of teaching and learning grammar is enjoyable 
to teachers and students alike. 

• Definitions of parts of speech with detailed explanations

• You Know: recapitulates and reinforces concepts already learnt

• Fun Tasks: reinforces learning through fun activities

• My Fun Corner: links grammar concepts to the student’s environment through a 
variety of task types

• Project: contains specially designed tasks for pair and group work to encourage 
collaborative learning

• Let’s Talk: an end-of-lesson section that provides the vital link between the concepts 
taught and their usage in everyday conversation.

• Let’s Learn: explains grammar concepts with examples for clarity and understanding

Digital resources for
classes 1 to 5 Interactive Activity Video  Slide shows e-book

For both teachers and students      Only for teachers

ISBN Level Price

978-9350374092 Class 1 325.00

978-9350374382 Class 2 350.00

978-9350374399 Class 3 400.00

978-9350374405 Class 4 435.00

978-9350375907 Class 5 445.00

978-9350375914 Class 6 455.00

978-9350375921 Class 7 460.00

978-9350375938 Class 8 470.00

ISBN Level Price

9789387914797 Class 1 255.00

9789387914803 Class 2 280.00

9789387914810 Class 3 310.00

9789387914827 Class 4 335.00

9789387914834 Class 5 345.00

9789387914841 Class 6 355.00

9789387914858 Class 7 365.00

9789387914865 Class 8 380.00

Grammar Way

Great Fun with Grammar

Classes: 1 – 8

Classes: 1 – 8
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• Follows the Marion Richardson method

• Systematic and graded development

• Includes a range of subjects to suit the interests of children

• Appealing page layout and accurate calligraphy.

Macmillan Graded Handwriting Series

Macmillan Graded Cursive Writing

• Structured handwriting series

• Early letter formation to joined handwriting

• Detailed notes for teachers and suggestions for remedial work

• Practice in formation, size, and slant of letters

• A chart for teachers showing the right method for shaping the 
letters of the alphabet.

My Book of Grammar and Composition, a simple and easy-to-understand grammar 
course, is suitable for students. The series can be used as a stand-alone book or as a 
complementary book with any English Course-book.

• Comprehensively graded grammar, vocabulary and writing tasks

• Wide variety of grammar and vocabulary exercises

• Attractive layout with full colour illustrations

• Answer keys available for teachers

• Composition passages

Conversations–My Book of Listening and Speaking has 
been designed as a series to hone the essential language and 
communication skills adhering to the guidelines on formal 
Assessment of Speaking and Listening (ASL).

• Contextualised listening and speaking inputs drawn from real-life 
situations that learners are likely to encounter in their immediate 
surroundings

• Self and peer assessment parameters that help monitor 
progress leading to remedial action

My Book of Grammar & Composition

Conversations

Classes: 1 – 8

Classes: 0A – 5

Classes: 0A – 5

Classes: 1 – 10

For additional practice, visit http://moregrammar.macmillaneducation.in/

Deepinder G Singh

My First Book of Grammar and Composition.indd   2My First Book of Grammar and Composition.indd   2 17/05/23   12:28 PM17/05/23   12:28 PM

BOOK

1

Amrit Lal Khanna
Anju Sahgal Gupta

C R IV A NO S OE T SN

9 789350 594315

ISBN 935059431-5

` 170

Weight:

Conversations – My Book of Listening and Speaking has been designed as a series of support books to 
hone the essential language and communication skills adhering to the guidelines on formal Assessment 
of Speaking and Listening. 

FEATURES OF THE SERIES
	 Practice in the various sub-skills of listening and speaking 

along with pronunciation drills
	 Self and peer assessment parameters that help monitor 

progress leading to remedial action
	 Contextualised listening and speaking inputs drawn from 

real-life situations that learners are likely to encounter in 
their immediate surroundings

	 A range of communication tasks based on recorded 
inputs that train learners to listen for words, phrases, 
information, messages as well as generic and interpreted 
content

	 Speaking activities that provide scope to practise the 
language learnt by using the information received, thus 
completing the integrated communication cycle

	 Useful rubrics at the end of every lesson for self and peer assessment 

The series provides early training to students and professionals so as to facilitate confidence and success 
in mastering these crucial skills for a successful future.

COMPONENTS OF THE SERIES
	 Student’s book with audio CD containing listening inputs and pronunciation drills
	 Teacher’s Manual (with classroom procedures, learning outcomes, audio scripts and answer key)

AUTHORS
Amrit Lal Khanna
Former Associate Professor in English at the University of Delhi, he is a veteran ELT author and 
materials developer and evaluator. He has been closely associated with various SCERTs and NCERT.

Anju Sahgal Gupta
A professor at Indira Gandhi National Open University, she is actively engaged in producing ELT 
materials from the primary to the tertiary level. She has authored several books and is involved in 
teacher training and the use of multimedia in ELT.

My Book of  
Listening and Speaking

Revised

  e-book  
for teachers

  rubrics for  
self and peer  
assessment

With
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ual

Customer Support Number: +91-9560416111
Macmillan Publishers India Pvt. Ltd.
www.macmillaneducation.in

MBLS-1 COVER.indd   1 18/12/14   12:39 PM

ISBN Level Price

9789389018387 Class 1 275.00

9789389018394 Class 2 285.00

9789389018400 Class 3 295.00

9789389018417 Class 4 300.00

9789389018424 Class 5 320.00

9789389018431 Class 6 340.00

9789389018448 Class 7 350.00

9789389018455 Class 8 360.00

ISBN Level Price

Reader

9789350594315 Book 1 310.00

9789350594322 Book 2 310.00

9789350594339 Book 3 325.00

9789350594346 Book 4 330.00

9789350594353 Book 5 335.00

9789350594360 Book 6 345.00

9789350594377 Book 7 345.00

9789350594384 Book 8 360.00

9789350595114 Book 9 360.00

9789350595121 Book 10 360.00

ISBN Level Price

9780333922293 Book 0A 135.00

9780333922309 Book 0B 145.00

9780333925607 Book 1 160.00

9780333925614 Book 2 160.00

9780333925621 Book 3 160.00

9780333925638 Book 4 165.00

9780333925645 Book 5 165.00

ISBN Level Price

9780333905210 Book 0A 215.00

9780333905227 Book 0B 230.00

9780333905234 Book 1 280.00

9780333905241 Book 2 280.00

9780333905258 Book 3 280.00

9780333905265 Book 4 280.00

9780333929070 Book 5 280.00
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Supplementary Readers and Dictionaries

Fables and Stories for 
Beginners–a collection 
of short stories in simple 
and easy to understand 
language.

A Tale of Two Cities is a novel 
by Charles Dickens, set in 
London and Paris before and 
during the French Revolution. 
The novel depicts the plight 
of the French peasantry 
demoralised by the French 
aristocracy in the years leading 
up to the Revolution.

Folktales from different 
Lands is a collection of 
folklore, short stories and 
legends from different 
countries.

Gulliver’s Travels is a 
travelogue of Lemuel Gulliver, 
a surgeon by profession. His 
travels take him to unheard-of 
places where human beings 
and animals look and behave 
strangely, guided by their own 
beliefs and norms.

Oliver Twist is a novel 
by Charles Dickens about 
a young orphan boy who 
endures a miserable life, 
living at a workhouse and 
how he happens to meet 
criminals and get entangled in 
their nefarious activities.

Pride and Prejudice is 
a comedy of manners by 
Jane Austen. Set in the 
English genteel society, 
it follows the life story of 
Elizabeth Bennet and her 
four sisters.

Alice in the Wonderland is a 
novel written by Lewis Carroll. 
It tells of a girl named Alice 
falling through a rabbit–hole 
into a fantasy world populated 
by peculiar, anthropomorphic 
creatures.

Around the World in Eighty 
Days is a classic adventure 
novel by French writer Jules 
Verne about an English 
gentleman and his attempt to 
circumnavigate the world in 80 
days on a £20,000 wager set 
by his friends.

Anna Sewell’s 1877 
novel Black Beauty is an 
autobiographical memoir told 
by the horse with shifting 
settings from the humdrum 
of London city to the 
peaceful quiet of an English 
countryside.

Emma, by Jane Austen, is a 
novel about youthful hubris 
and the perils of misconstrued 
romance. Austen explores 
the concerns and difficulties 
of genteel women living in 
Georgian-Regency England; she 
also creates a lively comedy of 
manners among her characters.

A Tale of Two Cities Alice in Wonderland

Around the World in Eighty Days

Black Beauty Emma

Fables and Stories for Beginners

Folktales from Different Lands Gulliver’s Travels

Oliver Twist

Pride and Prejudice

9781403928023  Abridged-Revised 170.00

9789350592717 Unabridged Vol. I 285.00

9789350592724 Unabridged Vol.II 285.00

9789350375884 195.00 9789350593943 160.00

9789350374061 265.00

9789350374023 230.00 9789350375891 225.009789350374054 185.00

9789350374085 265.00

9789350593967 130.00

9789350593950 130.00

Tales from Tagore is a 
collection of short, stories by 
Rabindranath Tagore, written in 
easy to understand language.

Written by the Victorian 
novelist George Eliot, Silas 
Marner is an engrossing tale 
of a despondent and wronged 
linen weaver who rediscovers 
the meaning in life through a 
little girl, Eppie.

Tales from the Panchatantra 
–a collection of short stories in 
simple and easy to understand 
language.

Stories for Beginners –
collection of short stories 
in simple and easy to 
understand language.

Sindbad the Sailor is a story 
about a fictional sailor and his 
fantastic adventures during his 
sea voyages.

Silas Marner 

Stories for Beginners Sindbad the Sailor

Tales from Tagore

Tales from the Panchatantra

9789350374047 200.00 9789350594049 165.00

9789350593998 115.009789350593882 Simple Stories for Beginners 115.00

9789350593899 Stories for Beginners 115.00

9789350593905 150.00
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The Canterville Ghost is 
a popular short story by 
Oscar Wilde. It is a study in 
contrast which brings to light 
the differences between the 
cultural ethos of England and 
the United States.

This collection comprises six 
short stories adapted from 
the works of Shakespeare 
and written in a manner 
that is easy to read and 
understand.

Strange Tales from Arabian 
Nights is a collection of short 
stories from Arabia and 
makes for an interesting and 
thought-provoking read for 
young learners.

Six Tales from Shakespeare

Strange Tales from Arabian Nights The Canterville Ghost

9789350375709 195.00 9789350592748 140.00

The Adventures of 
Huckleberry Finn, a novel by 
Mark Twain is a story about 
the people and places along 
the Mississippi River, narrated 
by the character Huckleberry 
‘Huck’ Fin. This is a direct 
sequel to The Adventures of 
Tom Sawyer.

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn

9789350594407 230.00

The Adventures of Tom 
Sawyer by Mark Twain is an 
1876 novel about a young 
boy growing up along the 
Mississippi River. It is set 
in the fictional town of St. 
Petersburg, inspired by 
Hannibal, Missouri, where 
Twain lived.

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer

9789350375877 230.00
9789350594261 Unabridged 195.00

Three Shakespeare 
Comedies is a collection of 
three comedy plays adapted 
from the works of Shakespeare 
and written in a manner that is 
easy to read and understand.

Treasure Island is an 
adventure novel by Scottish 
author Robert Louis 
Stevenson, narrating a tale of 
‘buccaneers and buried gold’.

UP from Slavery is an 
autobiography of Booker T 
Washington, detailing his rise 
from the position of a slave 
child during the Civil War, and 
the difficulties he overcame to 
obtain education.

Wonder Tales from Greece 
are short, interesting 
stories for young readers 
covering stories from Greek 
mythology.

Hiding from the Nazis just 
before the Second World War, 
a young girl of Jewish origin 
recorded her experiences 
in her diary. Translated into 
many languages, The Diary 
of a Young Girl is one of the 
most widely read books.

Written by the incomparable 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, The 
Hound of the Baskervilles 
captures the imagination 
of readers by unraveling a 
mystery in a manner typical 
of Doyle.

Written by H G Wells, The 
Invisible Man is a novella 
about a young science 
student who discovers the  of 
becoming invisible that leads 
him to a life of crime because 
of his hunger for power and 
fame.

Three Men in a Boat is 
a humorous account of a 
boating holiday. It follows the 
adventures of three English 
gentlemen and a dog on their 
journey.

The Diary of a Young Girl

The Hound of the Baskervilles

The Invisible Man Three Men in a Boat

Three Shakespeare Comedies Treasure Island

UP from Slavery

Wonder Tales from Greece

978-0230633261 125.00

9789350594575 325.00

9789350594070 115.009789350374030 Unabridged 300.00

9789350592731 Unabridged 300.00 9789350592762 Unabridged 245.00

9789350592755 Unabridged 315.00

9789350594278 Wonder Tales from Greece 200.00

9789350594063 Stories from Greek Myths 100.00

Macmillan Junior School Dictionary is a perfect 
companion to primary school students.

Nearly 5000 words defined, with over 100 words 
of Indian English

Many new words that reflect the technological 
and cultural developments of the modern world

Easy-to-use pronunciation guide; Spelling advice

Macmillan Junior School Dictionary
• More than 18,400 entries for words 

and phrases

• More than 1600 usage notes on the 
words often confused because of 
similar sound or spelling

• Useful appendices.

ISBN Level Price

9780333939246 Little Dictionary 435.00

Macmillan Little Dictionary

ISBN Level Price*

9780230634466 Junior School Dictionary 460.00

* MRP includes 18% GST.
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Maths Xpress
Classes: Nursery – 8

` 000

Weight:Customer Support Number: +91-9599880881
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REVISED

MATHS
XPRESS
Maths Xpress is a series of mathematics textbooks for Nursery up to Class 8. The series is aligned with NCF 2022 for Foundational 
Years (Nursery-Grade 2) as well as the draft NCF 2023 for the Preparatory (Classes 3-5) and Middle Years (Classes 6-8).
Maths Xpress follows an experiential and multi-disciplinary approach to learning and helps learners develop 21st century skills 
of communication, collaboration, creativity, critical thinking, digital literacy, financial literacy and life skills.

FEATURES
• Learning Outcomes: significant learning outcomes that learners will achieve on completion of the lesson
• Mental Maths: allows learners to carry out quick calculations without pen and paper
• 21st Century Skills: helps in holistic development of learners
• HOTS/Target Olympiad: encourages learners to think out-of-the box
• Nature Walk: encourages learners to experience the natural world and learn new concepts
•  Oral Maths Talk: warm-up activities at the beginning of chapter to develop oral calculation and reasoning skills
• Puzzles and Games: reinforces mathematical skills through puzzles and games
•  Activity/Cross-curricular Connect and Project-based Learning: collaborative activities for experiential learning
•  Arts- and Sports-integrated Learning: allows learners to understand the application of mathematics in different forms of arts 

and sports
•  Maths in Real Life/Case Study: helps learners apply mathematical concepts in real-life situations and develop scientific temper
• Story Time: mathematical stories for language and literacy development
• Values and Ethics: helps in socio-economical and ethical development of learners
•  Revision Station/Exercises/ Worksheets/ Practice Sheets: wide range of well-thought-out ‘assessments for learning’
• 360-degree Holistic Progress Cards: encourages regular, formative and competency-based assessments

DIGITAL LEARNING RESOURCES
Explore and learn using digital learning resources
This book is accompanied with a ready-to-use smart suite of digital learning resources, closely linked to the curriculum and aligned 
with the coursebook. Click on the URL to access the digital learning resources and learn anytime, anywhere.
http://learningresources.macmillaneducation.in/

PPPP  AnimationsAnimations PPPP  eBookeBook PPPP  GamesGames PP  Lesson PlansLesson Plans PP  Learn MoreLearn More PP  Test GeneratorTest Generator PP  WorksheetsWorksheets
PPPP  For both teachers and studentsFor both teachers and students PP  Only for teachersOnly for teachers

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dr Revathy Parameswaran, the principal of P. S. Senior Sec School is the recipient of Fulbright Distinguished Award for 
teaching. She is also the recipient of Teacher of Outstanding Merit Award 2010 by Ramanujan Maths Academy. She has 30 years 
of teaching experience and enjoys conducting workshops. Her work has been published in international journals.

Maths Xpress-1 Cover.indd   All PagesMaths Xpress-1 Cover.indd   All Pages 30/06/23   4:14 PM30/06/23   4:14 PM

ISBN Level Price

978-9356664951 Nursery 240.00

978-9356664968 Junior KG 250.00

978-9356664975 Senior KG 300.00

978-9356664982 Book 1 450.00

978-9356664999 Book 2 480.00

978-9356665002 Book 3 510.00

978-9356665019 Book 4 540.00

978-9356665026 Book 5 570.00

978-9356665033 Book 6 580.00

978-9356665040 Book 7 585.00

978-9356665057 Book 8 590.00

The series is aligned with NCF 2022 for Foundational Years (Nursery-Grade 2) as 
well as the draft NCF 2023 for the Preparatory (Classes 3-5) and Middle Years 
(Classes 6-8). 

Maths Xpress follows an experiential and multi-disciplinary approach to learning 
and helps learners develop 21st century skills of communication, collaboration, 
creativity, critical thinking, digital literacy, financial literacy and life skills.

•	 Learning Outcomes: significant learning outcomes that learners will achieve 
on completion of the lesson

•	 Mental Maths: allows learners to carry out quick calculations

•	 21st Century Skills: helps in holistic development of learners 

•	 HOTS/Target Olympiad: encourages learners to think out-of-the box

•	 Nature Walk: encourages learners to experience the natural world and learn 
new concepts

•	 Oral Maths Talk: warm-up activities at the beginning of chapter to develop 
oral calculation and reasoning skills

•	 Puzzles and Games: reinforces mathematical skills

•	 Activity/Cross-curricular Connect and Project-based Learning: 
collaborative activities for experiential learning

•	 Arts- and Sports-integrated Learning: allows learners to understand the 
application of mathematics in different forms of arts and sports 

•	 Maths in Real Life/Case Study: helps learners apply mathematical concepts 
in real-life situations and develop scientific temper

•	 Story Time: mathematical stories for language and literacy development

•	 Values and Ethics: helps in holistic development of learners

•	 Revision Station/Exercises/ Worksheets/ Practice Sheets: wide range of 
well-thought-out ‘assessments for learning’

•	 360-degree Holistic Progress Cards: encourages regular, formative and 
competency-based assessments 

Revised

Aligned to the latest National 
Curriculum Framework
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Based on the highly effective Singapore approach of teaching mathematics, 
CPA Maths is a series of mathematics textbooks for classes 1-8.  Aligned with 
the National Education Policy 2020 and the Mandate Document (2022) to the 
National Curriculum Framework, the series focuses on experiential learning for in-
depth understanding of concepts rather than rote learning.

• School Preparedness Modules in classes 1, 3 and 6 to seamlessly transit to the 
next class

• See and Learn helps to understand and progress through  concepts using 
visual inputs

• Competency-based Assessments such as Do and Learn (Exercises)/ Try 
it/Maths @ Work/Let’s think Along encourage mastery and application of 
concepts in different contexts

• Hands-on Activity/Pair and Share promotes in-depth understanding through 
manipulatives, and enhances communication and collaboration skills

• Let’s Have Fun reinforces the grasp of mathematical concepts through games 
and activities

• Cross-curricular Connect activities aim to explore interconnected topics

• Art-integrated Learning activities to imbibe the Indian art and culture

• Financial Literacy to understand the importance of economy in everyday life

• Technology Literacy encourages the use of digital tools to access, manage, 
evaluate and create information for functioning in the real life

• Case Study promotes vocal for local and helps students apply mathematical 
concepts in real-life-situations 

• India@75 celebrates and commemorates 75 years of independence and our 
progress in sciences, technology and society  

• 360-Degree Holistic Progress Cards to assess learning 

• Mastery Worksheets of levels L1 (Basic), L2 (Standard), and L3 (Challenge) in 
classes 1-5 for additional practice

Abstract

ISBN Level Price

9789354553899 Book 1 500.00

9789354553905 Book 2 500.00

9789354553912 Book 3 530.00

9789354553967 Book 4 530.00

9789354553974 Book 5 530.00

9789354553981 Book 6 590.00

9789354554025 Book 7 590.00

9789354554032 Book 8 590.00

CPA Maths
Classes: 1 – 8

C
PA

 M
A

TH
S    C

LA
SS 1

Customer Support Number: +91-9599880881

` 435

Weight: 

As per Mandate Document 
(2022) for National  
Curriculum Framework (NCF)

Dr Eric Chan Chun Ming

Based on the highly effective Singapore approach of teaching mathematics, Enhanced CPA Maths is a series of 
mathematics textbooks for classes 1-8. Aligned with the Mandate Document (2022) for National Curriculum 
Framework and National Education Policy (2020), the series focuses on experiential learning for in-depth 
understanding of concepts rather than rote learning. 
The learning materials help learners develop the essential 21st century skills of communication, collaboration, 
creativity, critical thinking, financial literacy and digital literacy. 

SPECIAL FEATURES
•  School Preparedness Modules in classes 1, 3 and 6 to seamlessly transit to the next class.
•  Let’s Recall sets the stage for the concepts to be taught in the lesson.
•  See and Learn helps to understand and progress through concepts using visual inputs.
•  Competency-based Assessments such as Do and Learn (Exercises)/Your Turn/Let’s Think Along encourage mastery 

and application of concepts in different contexts.
•  Hands-on Activity/Pair and Share follows experiential learning through manipulatives, and enhances 

communication and collaboration skills.
•  Let’s Have Fun reinforces the grasp of mathematical concepts through games and activities.
•  Cross-curricular Connect activities are based on a multi-disciplinary approach to explore interconnected topics.
•  Art-integrated Learning activities help to imbibe the Indian ethos through integration of Indian art and culture.
•  360-Degree Feedback for Holistic Development to assess learning. 
• Teacher’s Guide for classes 1-8 is supported by detailed concept-wise instructional guide/lesson plans.

             Mastery Worksheets of levels L1 (Basic), L2 (Standard), and L3 (Challenge) in classes 1-5 for additional practice.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Dr Eric Chan Chun Ming teaches at the National Institute of Education, Singapore as Head of the Department 
of Mathematics. With over a decade of teaching experience, his area of research is on open-ended problems, 
performance tasks, and problem-based learning.

l Experiential Learning l Multi-disciplinary Approach  
l 21st Century Skills l Art-integrated Learning   
l 360-degree Holistic Progress Cards

CPA: Concrete, Pictorial and Abstract
In the concrete step, students engage in hands-on learning experiences using 
concrete objects such as chips, dice, or paper clips, This is followed by drawing 
pictorial representations of mathematical problems and then in an abstract way 
using numbers and symbols.
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Extra Mile can be an accompaniment to any maths series, 
and can be used a stand- alone practice workbook based 
on concepts that are grade appropriate and have learning 
outcomes.

Practice More, a series of workbooks, is an ideal companion 
for the Math textbooks published by NCERT. 

• Page numbers provide a ready reference to the concepts 
dealt with in the textbooks. ‘At a glance’ include crisp 
information on the target concept

• ‘Words to know’ lists important words and their definitions

• Concept maps/Learning summaries highlight key points of 
the lessons

• Practice Worksheets include exercises of different kinds 

• Teacher’s books: answer keys, additional worksheets, and 
test papers

ISBN Level Price

978-9354551895 Class 1 205.00

978-9354551901 Class 2 220.00

978-9354551918 Class 3 235.00

978-9354551925 Class 4 235.00

978-9354551970 Class 5 235.00

978-9354551987 Class 6 265.00

978-9354551994 Class 7 265.00

978-9354552007 Class 8 265.00

Practice More

Extra Mile

ISBN Level Price

9789386853929 Class 1 140.00

9789386853936 Class 2 140.00

9789386853943 Class 3 140.00

9789386853950 Class 4 140.00

9789386853967 Class 5 140.00

9789386853974 Class 6 160.00

9789386853981 Class 7 160.00

9789386853998 Class 8 160.00

Classes: 1 – 8

Classes: 1 – 8

• Adopts a Lab-activity-oriented approach at the end 
of each unit keeping in mind NCERT’s emphasis on 
‘Application of Concepts’

• Builds Higher Order Thinking Skills among students

• Quiz Time at the end of every chapter

• Practice Time for thorough revision

• Teacher’s Manual and complete solution sets available in 
soft copy

• Sharpens mathematical skills through interesting 
activities, puzzles and games

• Includes Skill Builder which helps students apply their 
skills in different situations

ISBN Level Price

9789350592144 Class 1 370.00

9789350592151 Class 2 415.00

9789350592168 Class 3 430.00

9789350592175 Class 4 455.00

9789350592182 Class 5 480.00

9789350592199 Class 6 485.00

9789350592205 Class 7 490.00

9789350592212 Class 8 495.00

ISBN Level Price

9789350592281 Class 1 270.00

9789350592298 Class 2 270.00

9789350592304 Class 3 275.00

9789350592441 Class 4 275.00

9789350592472 Class 5 275.00

9789350592588 Class 6 280.00

9789350592625 Class 7 280.00

9789350592632 Class 8 280.00

Top Score Mathematics 

New Challenge Mathematics

Classes: 1 – 8

Classes: 1 – 8
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Level
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C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

Eureka Plus        

Science More   
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ISBN Level Price

978-9356664074 Class 1 430.00

978-9356664098 Class 2 485.00

978-9356664081 Class 3 515.00

978-9356664043 Class 4 535.00

978-9356664036 Class 5 545.00

978-9356664067 Class 6 585.00

978-9356664050 Class 7 615.00

978-9356664104 Class 8 630.00

New Eureka Plus
Classes: 1 – 8

®

Bringing Science to Life

Sixth Edition

3

Dr JM D’Souza | Dr Kirti J D’Souza
• Experiential Learning • Cross-curricular Focus  
• 21st Century Skills • Art-integrated Learning  
• 360-degree Holistic Progress Card

Customer Support Number: +91-9599880881

` 515.00

Weight 000g

Sixth Edition Eureka Plus
® 3

®

Bringing Science to Life

Sixth Edition

3

Eureka Plus®—Bringing Science to Life 
(Sixth Edition) is a series of science 
textbooks for classes 1 to 8. Aligned 
as per the Latest National Curriculum 
Framework for School Education: 
Preparatory Stage, Eureka Plus®  
Books 3, 4 and 5 follow an experiential 
and cross-curricular approach to 
learning. The learning materials are 
learner-centred, discovery-oriented, 
discussion- and enquiry-based to 
help learners develop the essential 
21st century skills of communication, 
collaboration, creativity, critical 
thinking, digital literacy and life skills.

v Learning outcomes to enable goal-
oriented learning

v ‘Recap Time’ to refresh background 
knowledge

v ‘Let’s Start’ to generate interest in  
the topic

v Lucid explanation of concepts supported 
with accurate and realistic illustrations 
and photographs

v ‘My Eureka Moment!’ hands-on/
inquiring science activities and 
experiments to aid experiential learning

v 21st Century Skills and the United 
Nations Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) to prepare learners to 
become global citizens

v ‘Talk About It!’ to develop science 
communication skills

v ‘Art-integrated Learning’ to imbibe the 
Indian ethos through integration of 
Indian art and culture

v ‘My India…My Pride’ to make learners 
aware of India’s rich heritage

v ‘Mind Map’ visual summaries of target 
concepts for longer retention

v ‘In Class/Exercises/Worksheets/Model 
Test Papers’ a wide range of well-
constructed ‘assessments for learning’

v ‘Higher Order Thinking Skills’ 
challenging questions based on critical 
thinking and reasoning skills

v ‘Do-it-yourself/Multidisciplinary 
Projects’ to encourage critical and 
independent thinking skills

v ‘Project-based Learning’ (Classes 
3–8) activities to promote experiential 
learning and collaborative skills

v ‘Simple Observations, Great Discoveries!’ 
on interesting observations and 
discoveries to promote scientific temper

v ‘Virtual Tour’ (Classes 3–8) for extended 
learning

v ‘Being Safe’ posters on personal body 
safety rules, safe and unsafe touch

v ‘Self-assessment’ for learners to assess 
their progress

v Teacher’s Manual includes micro lesson 
plans, answer keys and additional 
worksheets

Key Features

As per the Latest National 
Curriculum Framework for School 
Education: Preparatory Stage

As per the Latest National 
Curriculum Framework for School 
Education: Preparatory Stage

Preparatory Stage 1

New Eureka Plus®-Bringing Science to Life aligned with the National Education 
Policy 2020 and the draft National Curriculum Framework for School Education 
2023, follows an experiential approach to learning. The learning materials are 
discovery-oriented and enquiry-based to help learners develop 21st century skills.

• Integrative and Holistic Learning Index (IHLI): A comprehensive list of 
important 21st century skills and learning methodologies tagged in each lesson

• School Preparedness Module: Readiness worksheets in classes 1, 3 and 6

• Learning Outcomes: SMART (Specific, Measurable, Attainable, relevant, Time-
bound) learning outcomes based on Bloom's Taxonomy

• Recap Time: Interactive questions for a quick recall of the previous knowledge

• Let's Start: Interesting tasks to generate interest in the topics

• My Eureka Moment: Hands-on experiments and activities

• Art-integrated Learning Activities: To promote creativity as well as make 
learners aware of the rich cultural heritage of India

Revised

• My India, My Pride: Snippets to instil national pride 
through the knowledge of India and its varied culture, 
heritage, traditions, customs and strong ethics

• Talk About It: Discussion-based tasks to develop 
scientific communication skills

• Mind Map: Visual summaries of target concepts for 
longer retention

• In Class/Exercises/Worksheets/Model Test Papers

• Higher Order Thinking Questions: Challenging 
questions based on critical Thinking and reasoning skills

• Do-it-yourself Projects: Topic-centred and engaging 
activities to inculcate independent learning

• Cross-curricular Projects: Tasks to develop 
knowledge and practical skills through a study of 
interconnected topics

• Project-based Learning (Classes 3-8): Group and pair 
activities to promote experiential and collaborative 
learning

• PISA- and SAFAL-based Assessment (Classes 6-8): 
Tasks and questions aligned with the Programme 
for International Student Assessment (PISA) and 
Structured Assessment For Analyzing Learning 
(SAFAL)

• Self-assessment: To provide learners with an 
opportunity to self-evaluate their learning 

• 360-degree Holistic Progress Card: A template of 
checklist to evaluate learners'

• Special Pages on UN's Sustainable Development 
Goals (Classes 5-8)

• Simple Observation, Great Discoveries: A two-page 
spread on interesting observations and discoveries to 
promote scientific temper

• Posters: Guidelines to safeguard oneself and others 
from COVID-19 infection, and tips for personal safety 
(Classes 1-5) 

• Cyber Safety Pages: Cyber safety tips in comic format

• Teacher's Manual: A pool of teaching resources such 
as micro and hybrid lesson plans, answer keys and 
additional worksheets  

• Digital Resources: A ready-to-use smart suite of digital 
resources, closely linked to the curriculum and aligned 
with the coursebook

Aligned to the latest National 
Curriculum Framework
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Science

Science More, a series of workbooks is an ideal companion for the science 
textbooks published by NCERT. The workbooks provide additional practice on 
important concepts dealt with in the textbooks.

• Concepts closely mapped with the textbooks

• Page numbers provide a ready reference to the concepts dealt with in the 
textbooks

• ‘Words to know’ lists important words and their definitions

• Concept maps/Learning summaries highlight key points of the lessons

• Practice Worksheets include exercises of different kinds (Multiple choice, Fill in the 
blanks, True/False, Short answer questions, Subjective type questions) 

• ‘At a glance’ include crisp information on the target concept

• Teacher’s books include answer keys, additional Worksheets, and test papers for 
half yearly and annual examinations

ISBN Level Price

9789386853868 Class 6 160.00

9789386853875 Class 7 160.00

9789386853882 Class 8 160.00

Science More
Classes: 6– 8



Social Science, Atlas and EVS

Title

Level

Foundational Stage Preparatory Stage Middle Stage Secondary 
Stage

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10

Footprints        

Macmillan Junior School Atlas     

Macmillan School Atlas          

Green Busy Bee     

Green Leaf     

The World for You and Me     

Explore More Workbook   
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Social Science, Atlas and EVS

• Makes the student’s geographical 
exploration of the world enjoyable 
and highly meaningful 

• A wide range of thematic maps 
developed most recently to cater to 
the current curricular demands and 
student’s needs.

• Meets the requirements of various 
school boards

• Wide range of statistical data with 
various representations

• Special map on the Indian freedom 
struggle

ISBN Level Price*

9789389518627 Junior School Atlas 430.00

ISBN Level Price*

978-9389518603 Macmillan School Atlas 550.00

Macmillan School AtlasMacmillan Junior 
School Atlas

Explore More, a series of workbooks, is 
an ideal companion for the Environmental 
Studies textbooks published by NCERT.

ISBN Level Price

9789386853899 Class 3 140.00

9789386853905 Class 4 140.00

9789386853912 Class 5 140.00

Explore More
Classes: 3 – 5

Green Busy Bee is a series based 
on the Green School Initiative of the 
NCERT, promoting Education for 
Sustainable Development (ESD), and 

ISBN Level Price

9789350595930 Class 1 410.00

9789350595947 Class 2 425.00

9789350596173 Class 3 455.00

ISBN Level Price

9789350597088 Class 4 485.00

9789350597095 Class 5 500.00

Green Busy Bee
Classes: 1 – 5

includes innovative ideas and strategies for achieving the 
objectives of ESD. 

A few chapters in this series are contributed by members 
of the Educating Youth for Sustainable Development (EYSD) 
division at The Energy and Resources Institute (TERI), which 
strives to instil a sense of responsibility amongst the youth 
towards the environment.

• Designed to develop 21st century skills and enable learners 
to acquire basic cognitive and psychomotor skills 

• Picture-based activity, The Buzz, to introduce the core 
theme of the chapter and generate students’ interest in the 
subject 

• Bee Wise encourages students to learn and imbibe life 
skills-thinking skills, social skills and emotional skills; Bee 
Nice instils core values in students 

• Learn by Doing encourages experiential learning

• A wealth of interactive information on key geographical 
concepts and quizzes, interactive maps, crosswords, 
games, and learning activities

• Page numbers provide a ready reference to the 
concepts dealt with in the textbooks

• ‘Words to know’ lists important words and their 
definitions

• Concept maps/Learning summaries highlight 
key points of the lessons

• Practice Worksheets include exercises of 
different kinds 

• ‘At a glance’ include crisp information on the 
target concept

• Teacher’s books include answer keys, additional 
Worksheets, and test papers for half yearly and 
annual examinations

Rubrics

 Slide shows

Lesson Plans  Test Generator

Interactive Activity Animations Video

Worksheets Weblink

e-book

Picture Study

For both teachers and students                                             Only for teachers

* MRP includes 18% GST. * MRP includes 18% GST.
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Social Science, Atlas and EVS

Footprints Classes: 1 – 8

Classes: 6 – 8

Classes: 1 – 5

` 405

Weight:Customer Support Number: +91-9599880881

FO
O

TPRIN
TS

... O
ur Past, Planet, and Society      C

lass 1

A
best-selling

series

Includes
My SDG
Personal Safety Pages

Footprints ... Our Past, Planet, and Society is a series of eight textbooks for classes 1 to 8. It helps students to explore 
the World Around Us by enabling them to engage with their social and natural environments and develop sensitivity 
towards the components of the environment. Aligned with the National Curriculum Framework for Foundational Stage 
(2022), the books for classes 1 and 2 have been especially designed to cater to the unique learning needs of the foundational 
years. The series follows an experiential and cross-curricular approach to learning. The learning materials are learner-
centred, discovery-oriented, discussion and inquiry-based to help learners develop the essential 21st century skills of 
communication, collaboration, creativity, critical thinking, digital literacy and life skills.

KEY FEATURES 
•  Learning Outcomes at the beginning of each lesson capture the key outcomes from the lesson to enable  

goal-centred learning. 
•  Let’s Get Started is a captivating picture-based warm-up activity in every lesson.
•  We Shall Learn gives the conceptual mind map of a lesson as a flow chart.
•  Circle Time provides opportunities for collaborative learning.
•  Story Time are engaging illustrated stories for learning about social relationships and experiencing emotions.
•  Toy-based Learning Activities (Fun with Toys) both DIY and made in India, as tools of experiential learning. 
•  Experiential Learning and Art-integrated Learning activities with a cross-curricular approach to provide  

hands-on experiences.
• My India, My Pride (Rooted in Heritage) connects students to the rich heritage of our country.
• Social and Emotional Learning activities help in developing self-awareness and interpersonal skills.
•  Competency-based questions in Exercises and Think it Over! (HOTS), and 360° Holistic Progress Card for  

continuous and comprehensive assessment.

Revised

New

Footprints …Our Past, Planet, and Society is an integrated social science series 
is aligned with NCF 2022 for the Foundational Years as well as the draft NCF 
2023 for the Preparatory and Middle years. The series follows an experiential and 
cross-curricular approach to learning. The learning materials are learner-centred, 
discovery-oriented, discussion and inquiry-based to help learners develop the 
essential 21st century skills.

• Big Idea at the beginning of each lesson captures the 
learning outcomes 

• Zoom In (1-5)/ Did You Know (6-8) gives interesting 
snippets of information

• Check Your Understanding have questions after 
reading the text

• Circle Time (1-5) are fun activities that promote 
learning in a nurturing, stress-free environment

• Story Time (1-5) are illustrated stories for learning 
about social relationships and experiencing emotions

• Toy-based Learning (1-5) uses toys, both DIY and 
made in India, as tools of experiential learning

• Rooted in Heritage (1-8) connects the learner to the 
rich heritage of our country

• Social and Emotional Learning (1-5) activities help in 
developing self-awareness and interpersonal skills

• Citizenship in Action (3-8) to develop skills to ably 
participate in the democratic es of the country

• Connecting literature to history/geography/social 
and political life (6-8)

• Vocational Learning (6-8) for bagless days
• Chapter Checklist and Visual Summary provide key 

points of a lesson for self-assessment and revision
• Art-integrated learning activities help imbibe the 

Indian ethos
• Project-based learning and cross-curricular 

activities (3-8)
• Guided Learning (6-8) to help learners organise their 

learning efficiently

• Engage and Explore help engage students with the 
course content and facilitate experiential learning 

• Think It Over develops Higher Order Thinking Skills 
(HOTS)

• History Maker (History)/News Maker (Geography 
and Social and Political Life—6-8) showcase important 
personalities 

• Timelines in history lessons place events and provide a 
time frame for in-depth understanding

• My SDGs are engaging comic stories on the United 
Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals to transform 
our world

• Connect to History/Geo-Connect/Connect to the 
World Around (6-8) 

• Analysing Sources of History/Analysing 
Contemporary Sources (6-8) encourages experiential 
learning

• Dual Focus Maps (transparencies-3-8) allow learners to 
correlate geography themes meaningfully

• What was Happening Elsewhere (6-8) helps to develop 
the skills of comparative analysis

• Be a Historian/Be a Geographer/An Extra Mile (6-8) 
gives students an opportunity to think and work like 
social scientists and construct their own knowledge

• Model Test Papers (3-8) and worksheets (6-8) for 
assessment

• 360° Holistic Progress Cards facilitate continuous and 
comprehensive assessments

ISBN Level Price

978-9356665064 Class 1 405.00

978-9356665071 Class 2 425.00

978-9356665088 Class 3 460.00

978-9356665095 Class 4 465.00

978-9356665101 Class 5 475.00

978-9356665118 Class 6 590.00

978-9356665132 Class 7 605.00

978-9356665125 Class 8 625.00

ISBN Level Price*

Map Practice Workbooks

978-9389518702 Class 4 175.00

978-9389518719 Class 5 175.00

978-9389518726 Class 6 200.00

978-9389518733 Class 7 200.00

978-9389518740 Class 8 175.00

* MRP includes 18% GST.

Aligned to the latest National 
Curriculum Framework
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Social Science, Atlas and EVS

ISBN Level Price

9789354553783 Class 1 405.00

9789354553844 Class 2 405.00

9789354553868 Class 3 465.00

9789354553936 Class 4 475.00

9789354553998 Class 5 485.00

Workbooks

9789354553790 Class 1 125.00

9789354553851 Class 2 125.00

9789354553875 Class 3 155.00

9789354553943 Class 4 165.00

9789354554001 Class 5 165.00

Map Practice Workbooks

9789354553929 Class 3 105.00

9789354553950 Class 4 110.00

9789354554018 Class 5 115.00

The World—For You and Me is a series on Environmental Studies for classes 1-5. The series 
follows the experiential-learning approach. The learning materials are discovery-oriented, 
and discussion and analysis-based, leading to the development of 21st century skills. The 
series comprises Coursebooks, Workbooks, Map Workbooks (for classes 3-5) and Teachers 
Resources.

• Lesson Schema, Learning Outcomes and Warm-up

• Study Skills: building positive study habits for effective retention and independent learning

• 21st Century Skills: lesson components tagged, along with a consolidated list of skills

• Cross-curricular Projects and Project-based Learning: collaborative activities for 
experiential learning

• Activity/Let’s be Creative: interactive tasks to engage learners and aid in experiential 
learning

• Art-integrated Learning: activities tagged for focus on art and craft

• 360-degree Holistic Progress card: comprehensive checklists after every unit and at the 
end of the book

• Model Test Papers: two tests, one after each semester, for assessment

The World-for you and me Classes: 1 – 5

Green Leaf is a series of five textbooks on Environmental Studies based on NCERT learning 
outcomes. The series is designed and developed to create awareness among learners about 
their immediate and wider surroundings through real-life experiences and to nurture natural 
curiosity and creativity, and develop sensitivity for the natural and human resources in the 
environment.

• Before We Begin—activities and probing questions to generate curiosity about the new 
topic 

• Lessons—stories, poems and real-life narratives to teach key concepts

• Word Smart—meanings of new words to build vocabulary

• Did You Know?—interesting snippets related to the lesson to impart additional learning

• Remember—a recapitulation of the key concepts 

• Exercises—a variety of questions to build comprehension skills, logical reasoning and 
creativity

• Explore and Discover/Fun and Learn/At Home—tasks 
for extended learning

• Teacher’s Handbook—a useful teaching resource 
that includes lesson plans, answer keys and additional 
worksheets

ISBN Level Price

9789389466294 Class 1 340.00

9789389466300 Class 2 355.00

9789389466317 Class 3 385.00

9789389466324 Class 4 410.00

9789389466331 Class 5 425.00

Green Leaf Classes: 1 – 5

With

 Te
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ual

Customer Support Number: +91-8130588966 

` 250.00

Weight:

Mamata Pandya • Meena Raghunathan

Green Leaf is a series of five textbooks on Environmental Studies for Classes 1 to 5. The series 
is designed and developed to create awareness among learners about their immediate and 
wider surroundings through real-life experiences on various themes related to daily lives. The 
series also aims to nurture natural curiosity and creativity, and  develop sensitivity for the natural 
and human resources in the environment.

KEY FEATURES

• Before We Begin: Activities and probing questions to generate curiosity about the new topic 

• Lessons: Stories, poems and real-life narratives to teach key concepts

• Word Smart: Meanings of new words to build vocabulary

• Did You Know?: Interesting snippets related to the lesson to impart additional learning

• Remember: A recapitulation of the key concepts and also explained in a wider context

• Exercises: A variety of engaging questions to build comprehension skills, logical reasoning 
and creativity

• Explore and Discover/Fun and Learn/At Home: Tasks for extended learning

• Teacher’s Manual: A pool of teaching resources such as lesson plans, answer keys and 
worksheets

• Digital Learning Resources: Animations, slide shows, videos, games, test generator, and 
many more for both teachers and learners

DIGITAL LEARNING RESOURCES



Hindi & Sanskrit

Title

Level

Foundational Stage Preparatory Stage Middle Stage

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

Nayee Baal Sulabh Mala        

Madhur        

Tarini        

Saral Ruchira    
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Hindi & Sanskrit 

Nayee Baal Sulabh Mala, is a series of Hindi-English Two-way reader for second 
and third language users. The series has been revised keeping in mind the latest 
pedagogical techniques.

Nayee Baal Sulabh Mala
Classes: 1 – 8

Customer Support Number: +91-9599880881

  Experiential Learning    Multi-disciplinary Approach   
  21st Century Skills     Art-integrated Learning 

  360-degree Holistic Progress Cards
  Project-based Learning

ubZ cky lqyHk ekyk d{kk 1 ls 8 rd dh iqLrd Ük`a[kyk gSA ;g Ük`a[kyk jk"Vªh; f'k{kk uhfr 2020 esa fufgr 
vis{kkvksa osQ vuq:i gS] tks 21oha lnh osQ dkS'ky ls ifjiw.kZ rFkk iw.kZ :i ls fodflr f'k{kk£Fk;ksa dks rS;kj 
djus esa l{ke gSA

• lh-ch-,l-bZ- (CBSE) n~okjk fu/kZfjr ikB~;Øe ij vk/kfjr vH;kl

• Hkk"kk osQ cgqeq[kh fodkl osQ fy, jaxhu fp=k] mnkgj.k ,oa jkspd fp=k&dgkfu;k¡

• ckrphr (laokn&Communication)  osQ ekè;e ls fon~;k£Fk;ksa dks ¯gnh cksyus osQ fy, izsfjr djus dk  
 iz;kl

• cPpksa dh #fp osQ vuqowQy Lo;a djosQ lh[kus ;ksX; xfrfof/;k¡

• ¯gnh 'kCn&Kku vkSj 'kCn&HkaMkj dks c<+kus dk iz;kl

• ikB~;iqLrd osQ lkFk&lkFk vH;kl&iqfLrdk dk fuekZ.k o vko';drk vuqlkj lHkh funsZ'kksa vkSj dfBu  
 'kCnksa osQ vaxzs”kh vuqokn

Lusg yrk [kqjkuk ¯gnh esa MA, M Ed gSaA bUgksaus 32 o"kks± rd f'k{k.k dk;Z fd;kA fon~;ky; osQ ok£"kdksRlo ij 
bUgksaus vU; Hkk"kkvksa osQ ukVdksa dk ¯gnh esa izLrqrhdj.k Hkh djk;kA lsokfuo`fRr osQ ckn ;s vc ys[ku&dk;Z esa 
layXu gSaA

fueZy Hklhu us ̄ gnh vkSj bfrgkl esa MA, M Ed dh mikf/ izkIr dhA ;s nl lky rd psUubZ osQ izfrf"Br vkn'kZ 
fon~;ky; dh iz/kukpk;kZ jghaA vè;kiu osQ {ks=k esa mYys[kuh; ;ksxnku osQ fy, bUgsa ^jk"Vªh; vè;kid iqjLdkj* 
ls lEekfur fd;k x;kA lsokfuo`fRr osQ mijkar ys[ku&dk;Z vkSj psUubZ esa iatkc la?k osQ dY;k.k funsZ'kd osQ 
:i esa bUgksaus dk;Z lsok dks tkjh j[kkA

Macmillan Education India Pvt. Ltd.

www.macmillaneducation.in
(formerly Macmillan Publishers India Private Limited)

Hindi-English Two-way Reader

Sneh Lata Khurana
Nirmal Bhasin

1

` 260

Weight:
9 7 8 9 3 5 6 6 6 0 0 0 7

ISBN 935666000- X

ubZ cky
 l

qy
Hk eky

k 1

• School Preparation Module for grades 1, 3 and 6 in tune with NEP 2020 
guidelines

• Experiential learning activities and tasks to foster 21st century skills

• Hindi learning made easy by following text-cum-workbook format

• Bilingual series to help students learn Hindi easily with English explanations 
and rubrics

• Devanagari script introduced through art-integrated learning

• Emphasis on developing functional Hindi vocabulary, and meanings of words 
in English

• Ample practice of listening, speaking, reading and writing to help acquire Hindi 
language skills

• Simple explanation of grammar concepts in books 4 - 8

• Functional activities to help them in every day conversations

• 360-degree assessment

• Cross-curricular tasks and activities based on SEL

• Selections foster diversity, inclusivity

ISBN Level Price

978-9356660007 Class 1 290.00

978-9356660014 Class 2 300.00

978-9356660021 Class 3 300.00

978-9356660038 Class 4 315.00

978-9356660045 Class 5 315.00

978-9356660052 Class 6 350.00

978-9356660069 Class 7 350.00

978-9356660076 Class 8 350.00
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Hindi & Sanskrit 

Tarini (Reader-cum-Workbook) is a well-researched Hindi course with an 
integrated course book and workbook. 

• Caters to all-round development of the students

• Enjoyable academic activities for multi-skill development of students

• Fosters values of patriotism, secularism, brotherhood, and unity in diversity

• Lesson-based grammar topics

• Includes perforated Worksheets after each lesson

• Interesting stories and examples for explicit explanation of text

The Saral Ruchira series includes a primer (praveshika) for class 5 and workbooks 
for classes 6 to 8. The series is closely linked to the main course books of Sanskrit 
published by NCERT.

• Review exercises for every lesson recapitulate the basic 
concepts and skills covered in the lesson

• Grammar check at the end of each lesson is designed to 
highlight the key topics of grammar dealt with in the text books

• Attractive and child-friendly layout

• Simple and eloquent style of writing

• Rubrics and teacher's tips provided in English

• Poems and stories to inculcate reading habit and make the course content interesting

• Scientifically graded exercises and activities to facilitate learning without burden

• Glossary in each chapter to enhance vocabulary 

• Lesson-based grammar topics with adequate exercises

Animations

Worksheets Slide shows Lesson Plans

e-book

Common Errors Writing Task

Videos Interactive Activity

For both teachers and students      Only for teachers

Interactive e-bookInteractive Activity Video

For both teachers and students                 Only for teachers

Lesson Plans

Madhur

Tarini

Saral Ruchira

Classes: 1 – 8

Classes: 1 – 8

Classes: 5 – 8

8

` 80

Weight:
Macmillan Publishers India Pvt. Ltd.
www.macmillaneducation.in

iqfLrdk osQ fo"k; esa%

Hkk"kk Hkko&vfHkO;fDr dk l'kDr ekè;e gSA vr% laLo`Qr Hkk"kk dks ljyrk vkSj lgtrk ls le>us osQ 
fy, jk"Vªh; 'kSf{kd vuqla/ku vkSj izf'k{k.k ifj"kn~ }kjk d{kk 6&8 osQ Nk=k&Nk=kkvksa osQ fy, laLo`Qr 
ikB~;iqLrd  Ük`a[kyk ̂ #fpjk* dks izdkf'kr fd;k x;k gSA bl Ük`a[kyk dk r`rh; iq"i ̂ #fpjk&r`rh;ks Hkkx%* 
gS tks d{kk vkBoha osQ Nk=kksa osQ fy, gSA izLrqr iqfLrdk esa ^#fpjk&r`rh;ks Hkkx%* iqLrd osQ O;kdj.k 
vk/kfjr iz'uksa osQ lE;o~Q vH;kl gsrq ukukfo/&iz'u fofHkUurk] fofo/rk] ljyrk vkSj lgtrk osQ lkFk 
izLrqr fd, x, gSaA eSa vk'oLr gw¡ fd lq/h f'k{kd] f'kf{kdk,¡ ,oa Nk=k bl iqfLrdk dks ân; ls Lohdkj 
djsaxs vkSj ykHkkfUor gksaxsA

iqfLrdk dh fo'ks"krk,¡%

 Jo.k] iBu ,oa euu dkS'ky osQ fodklkFkZ ikB osQ vH;kl esa fLFkr iz'uksa dk la;kstuA

 Nk=kksa osQ ekufld Lrj osQ vuqowQy vH;kl osQ iz'uksa dk p;uA

 fp=kk/kfjr vkSj O;ogkfjd 'kCnkoyh dk p;uA

 vH;kl esa iz'uksa dh izo`Qfr esa fofo/rkA

 ^uO;&lksikukfu* esa fLFkr iz'uksa osQ ekè;e ls fo"k;] Hkk"kk vkSj O;kdj.k dk vuk;kl cks/A

 iqfLrdk dh vH;kl&iqfLrdk osQ :i esa izLrqfrA

 Hkk"kk vkSj O;kdj.k cks/ osQ fy, vH;klksa dk i;kZIr lekos'kA

 ifjf'k"V osQ :i esa la[;k] O;kdj.k] fp=ko.kZu] 'kCn:i vkSj /krq:iksa dk lek;kstuA

ys[kd-ifjp;

MkW- latho oqQekj us oqQ:{ks=k fo'ofo|ky; ls fo'kkjn] 'kkL=kh vkSj ,e-,- dh d{kk,¡ Lo.kZind osQ 
lkFk mÙkh.kZ dh gSaA laLo`Qr O;kdj.k esa bUgksaus ih-,p-Mh- dh mikf/ izkIr dh gSA bUgksaus fnlEcj 2007 
ls vxLr 2017 rd fnYyh ljdkj osQ fo|ky;ksa esa vè;kiu dk;Z fd;k gSA ys[kd us jktdh; izfrHkk 
fodkl fo|ky;] ujsyk esa yxHkx nks o"kks± roQ laLo`Qr f'k{kd osQ :i esa dk;Z fd;k gSA

ys[kd orZeku esa jktdh; egkfo|ky;] xksgkuk (gfj;k.kk) esa lgk;d vkpk;Z (Assistant Professor) 
osQ :i esa dk;Z dj jgs gSaA

8

ISBN Level Price

9789350597378 Class 1 345.00

9789350597385 Class 2 345.00

9789350597392 Class 3 350.00

9789350597408 Class 4 365.00

9789350597415 Class 5 380.00

9789350597422 Class 6 400.00

9789350597439 Class 7 405.00

9789350597446 Class 8 435.00

ISBN Level Price

9789350594995 Class 1 335.00

9789350593981 Class 2 345.00

9789350594087 Class 3 345.00

9789350594117 Class 4 395.00

9789350594124 Class 5 405.00

9789350594179 Class 6 450.00

9789350594186 Class 7 450.00

9789350594230 Class 8 450.00

ISBN Level Price

9789387000032 Class 5 225.00

9789387000049 Class 6 115.00

9789387000056 Class 7 115.00

9789387000063 Class 8 115.00



Computer Science

Title

Level

Foundational Stage Preparatory Stage Middle Stage

C0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

Exploring Information Technology
Windows 10 and MS Office 2016        

Exploring Information Technology
Windows 7 and MS Office 2010        

Go With Linux        

E-Magic 
Windows 7 and MS Office 2007        

Exploring Information Technology
Windows 8 and MS Office 2013        

Exploring Information Technology
Windows 7 and MS Office 2007         
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Computer Science

Exploring Information Technology 

Classes: 1 – 8

Exploring Information Technology is a comprehensive series on Computer Science designed for classes 1 to 8. It has been developed 
with emphasis on the interactive and creative approach. The series serves as an ideal classroom support for computer education. 
The series is primarily based on Windows 10 and covers various applications of Microsoft Office 2016. Aligned with the Mandate 
Document (2022) for National Curriculum Framework (NCF) and National Education Policy 2020, the series follows an experiential 
and multi-disciplinary approach to learning, connecting technological topics with the learners’ local environment. The learning 
materials help learners develop the essential 21st century skills of communication, collaboration, creativity, critical thinking, 
technology literacy and life skills. It incorporates new themes such as Coding, Artificial Intelligence, Computational Thinking, 
Cyber Ethics and Cyber Security. It also includes chapters on various software applications such as ScratchJr, Scratch, Python, 
Adobe Animate, Adobe Photoshop, and the programming language HTML.

KEY FEATURES
•  Approach: Aligned with the principles of conceptual learning, so as to encourage logical thinking and imparting 21st century 

skills and values as envisioned in NEP 2020.  
•  Content: Child-centred and contextualised content transacted in a logical and phased manner with clear explanations and 

supporting visuals to maximise learning
•  Learning Outcomes: List of learning outcomes for each chapter to set the agenda for an outcome-based learning
•  Quick Connect: Warm-up activities based on prior knowledge to set the stage for new learning
•  Quick Check: In-text assessments to test comprehension of the concepts learnt
•  Quick Fact/ Note: Informative and interesting facts about the topic being discussed
•  Exercises: Comprehensive exercises with application-based questions to reinforce learning
•  In the Lab: Practical activities to help develop computer skills.
•  Activity Time: Interesting activities to test the understanding of students
•  Fun Time: Fun activities to reinforce concepts learnt 
•  Explore More: Tasks to encourage further engagement and exploration of the concepts learnt in the chapter
•  Discussion Time: Discussion tasks to encourage communication and articulation skills
•  Worksheets/Test Papers/Project Work: Assessments at different stages to test the concepts learnt

About the Author 
ITL Education Solutions Limited (ITLESL) is a part of the ITL group which has operations all over the world with a significant 
presence in education and IT-enabled services. It specialises in handling educational projects in IT domains with a dedicated R&D 
wing of industry experts that helps in designing and developing content.
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Exploring Information Technology is a comprehensive series on Computer Science 
designed for classes 1 to 8. It has been developed with emphasis on the interactive 
and creative approach. The series serves as an ideal classroom support for 
computer education. 

The series is primarily based on Windows 10 and covers Microsoft Office 2016. 
Conforming to the NEP 2020 guidelines, the series incorporates new themes such 
as Coding, Artificial Intelligence, Computational Thinking, Cyber Ethics and 
Cyber Security. It also discusses various software applications such as ScratchJr, 
Scratch, Python, Adobe Animate, Adobe Photoshop, and the programming lan-
guage HTML.

•	 Learning Outcomes: List of learning outcomes for each chapter to set the 
agenda for an outcome based learning

•	 Quick Connect: Warm-up activities based on prior knowledge to set the stage 
for new learning

•	 Quick Check: In-text assessments to test comprehension of the concepts learnt

•	 Teacher’s Corner: Notes for the teacher with teaching ideas and tips 

•	 Quick Fact/ Note: Informative and interesting facts about the topic being 
discussed

•	 Quick Recap: A brief summary of the lesson for easy recapitulation

•	 Exercises: Comprehensive exercises with application-based questions to 
reinforce learning

•	 In the Lab: Practical activities to help develop computer skills

•	 Activity Time: Interesting activities to test the understanding of students

•	 Fun Time: Fun activities to reinforce concepts learnt 

•	 Explore More: Tasks to encourage further engagement and exploration of the 
concepts learnt in the chapter

•	 Discussion Time: Discussion tasks on interesting topics related to the concepts 
to encourage communication and articulation skills

•	 Worksheets/Test Papers/Project Work: Assessments at different stages to 
help sharpen the concepts learnt 

•	 Digital Resource: A range of digital resources to make learning enjoyable

ISBN Level Price

978-9354552403 Class 1 315.00

978-9354552410 Class 2 350.00

978-9354552311 Class 3 390.00

978-9354552427 Class 4 440.00

978-9354552472 Class 5 495.00

978-9354552489 Class 6 520.00

978-9354552496 Class 7 550.00

978-9354552502 Class 8 565.00

–Windows 10 and MS Office 2016
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Computer Science

Exploring Information Technology is a Computer Science series. It covers the NCERT 
curriculum recommended by CBSE and all major state boards. 

The series is primarily based on Windows 7 and covers Microsoft Office 2010 along with 
updates on Windows 10 and Microsoft Office 2013.

• Learning Objectives given at the beginning of each chapter

• Teacher’s Note provides teaching ideas and tips for teachers

• Extra Dose and Note boxes impart additional information and interesting facts about 
the topic under study

• Try in Lab in-text activities reinforce understanding and help develop practical 
computer skills

• Exhaustive exercises with Application-based questions at the end of the chapter

• Time for Activities at the end of each chapter emphasise the learning of practical skills

• Revision Worksheets, Project Work, Important Computer Terms given at the end of 
the book help to sharpen the concepts learnt in the chapters 

• Dos and Don’ts while using computers sensitivise students to computer etiquette

• Sample questions based on National Cyber Olympiad at the end of the book

Exploring Information Technology 

Classes: 1 – 8

–Windows 7 and MS Office 2010
1

Exploring
Information Technology
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Macmillan Publishers India Pvt. Ltd.
www.macmillaneducation.in
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ISBN 938681149- 9

Exploring Information Technology is a comprehensive series on Computer Science designed for classes 1 to 8. It has 
been thoroughly revised with emphasis on the interactive and creative approach. The series serves as an ideal classroom 
support for computer education. It is based on the latest National Curriculum Framework (NCF) guidelines and covers 
the NCERT curriculum recommended for CBSE and all major state boards.

The series is primarily based on Windows 7 and covers Microsoft Office 2010 along with updates on Windows 10 and 
Microsoft Office 2013. It also discusses various software applications such as Adobe Flash, Adobe Photoshop and Visual 
Basic. In addition, the series covers the basics of some commonly used programming languages such as LOGO, 
QBASIC, HTML, C++ and Java.

Key features

  Text presented in a clear and simple language, with enhanced visual appeal.·

  All the ideas and concepts explained using real-life examples.·

  Learning Objectives given at the beginning of each chapter clearly de�ne the ·
objectives of the chapter.

  Teacher's Note provides teaching ideas and tips for the teachers.·

  Extra Dose and Note boxes impart more information and interesting facts ·
about the topic being discussed.

  Try in Lab in-text activities reinforce understanding and help develop ·
practical computer skills.

  Exhaustive Exercises with Application-based questions given at the end of ·
the chapter give situational exercises to students to reinforce learning.

  Time for Activities at the end of each chapter emphasise the learning of practical skills.·

  Revision Worksheets, Project Work, Important Computer Terms given at the end of the book help to sharpen ·
the concepts learnt in the chapters.

  Dos and Don'ts while using computers sensitise students to computer etiquette.·

 Sample questions based on National Cyber Olympiad at the end of the book help students prepare for the ·
Olympiad.

ITL Education Solutions Limited (ITL ESL) is a part of the ITL group which has operations all over the world with a 
significant presence in education and IT-enabled services. It specialises in handling educational projects in IT domains 
with a dedicated R&D wing of industry experts that helps in designing and developing content.

We will be happy to respond to you on any query relating to the series. Write to us at
cs-support@macmillan.co.in

Go with Linux is a series of computer science books which makes use of a variety of 
Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) on the user-friendly Edubuntu distribution, 
an educational version of the Linux-based Ubuntu operating system.

The curriculum conforms to the guidelines recommended by the National 
Curriculum Framework, 2005. 

• Lessons adopt a hands-on, step-by-step approach to facilitate easy understanding

• Laboratory activities in the Let Us Do section encourages learning-by-doing

• Let Us Learn at the beginning of each chapter outlines the scope of study

• A variety of in-text features such as IT Genius, ICT Today and Did You Know

• Let Us Revise contains recapitulation points at the end of each chapter

• Comprehensive exercises at the end of each chapter 

• Teacher’s corner at the end of each lesson provides useful hints to teachers

• Mid-term Worksheets and year-end Revision Worksheets provide practice 
questions for assessment

• Projects at the end of the book offer more practice on the topics learnt

e-book Animations

For both teachers and students       Only for teachers 

Worksheets Test GeneratorLesson Plans

ISBN Level Price

9789387914292 Class 1 215.00

9789387914308 Class 2 245.00

9789387914315 Class 3 275.00

9789387914322 Class 4 290.00

9789387914339 Class 5 325.00

9789387914346 Class 6 340.00

9789387914353 Class 7 365.00

9789387914360 Class 8 390.00

Go with Linux
Classes: 1 – 8

Go with Linux is a series of computer science books for classes 1 to 8. The series makes use of a 
variety of Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) on the user-friendly Edubuntu distribution, which is 
an educational version of the Linux-based Ubuntu operating  system.
The curriculum conforms to the guidelines recommended by the National Curriculum Framework, 
2005. Keeping in mind the age-appropriateness and the limited number of class hours available for 
computer studies at the primary and middle-school levels, the lessons have been kept simple in 
content and language.

KEY FEATURES
  Lessons adopt a hands-on, step-by-step approach to facilitate easy understanding.
  A large number of laboratory activities in the Let Us Do section encourage learning-by-doing. 
  Let Us Learn at the beginning of each chapter outlines the scope of study.
  A variety of in-text features such as IT Genius, ICT Today and Did You Know offer interesting 

insights into the world of computers.
  Let Us Revise contains recapitulation points at the end of each chapter.
  Comprehensive exercises at the end of each chapter test the understanding of concepts.
  Teacher’s corner at the end of each lesson provides useful hints to teachers.
  Mid-term Worksheets and year-end Revision Worksheets provide practice questions for 

assessment.
 Projects at the end of the book offer more practice on the topics learnt.

Macmillan Publishers India Pvt. Ltd.
www.macmillaneducation.in
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ISBN 93- 87914- 35- 6
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ISBN Level Price

9789386811493 Class 1 335.00

9789386811509 Class 2 375.00

9789386811516 Class 3 435.00

9789386811523 Class 4 450.00

9789386811530 Class 5 470.00

9789386811547 Class 6 495.00

9789386811554 Class 7 525.00

9789390069163 Class 8 540.00
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Computer Science

E-Magic is based on Windows 7 and MS Office 2007 and covers all the necessary 
software. Each of these books incorporates the features of a textbook, a workbook 
as well as a manual to ensure maximum benefit to the student.

• The series includes C++, Java, Tux Paint and additional topics in HTML and Visual 
Basic

• Updates on Windows 8 and addendum on Office 2010 from Class-3 onwards

• Includes sample questions for National Cyber Olympiad from Class-2 onwards

• Provides an exhaustive set of questions at the end of the book

• Project Work at the end of each book that has been designed to sharpen the 
student’s skills in available software

• Free Digital Support for teachers in classes 3 to 8

This series covers the syllabi of all major school boards.

• Based on Windows 8 and covers Microsoft Office 2013

• Discusses various software applications like Adobe Flash, Adobe Photoshop, 
CorelDraw and Visual Basic

• Includes thoroughly researched topics and certified by consultant teachers  
from schools

• Contains illustrations that lend enormous support as learning aids

• Provides sample National Cyber Olympiad questions.

• Includes for the teacher, note and did you know boxes to provide more 
information and interesting facts about the topic being discussed

• Has an exhaustive set of questions, activities, revision exercises, and projects

CD–ROM

• Available for classes 3 to 8

• Interactively designed and visually appealing

• Simulations to aid teaching and learning.

Exploring Information Technology 
–Windows 8 and MS Office 2013

ISBN Level Price

9789350375273 Class 1 235.00

9789350375280 Class 2 255.00

9789350375594 Class 3 280.00

9789350375600 Class 4 300.00

9789350375662 Class 5 325.00

9789350375679 Class 6 345.00

9789350375686 Class 7 355.00

9789350375693 Class 8 375.00

ISBN Level Price

9789350596845 Class 1 330.00

9789350596852 Class 2 365.00

9789350596869 Class 3 420.00

9789350596876 Class 4 440.00

9789350596883 Class 5 450.00

9789350596890 Class 6 485.00

9789350596906 Class 7 510.00

9789350596913 Class 8 515.00

E-Magic 

Classes: 1 – 8

Classes: 1 – 8

–Windows 7 and MS Office 2007

Customer Support Number: +91-9599880881
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Computer Science

This series based on the latest NCERT guidelines and covers the syllabi of all major school 
boards.

• Based on Windows 7 and covers Microsoft Office 2007

• Discusses various software applications like Macromedia Flash, Adobe Photoshop, 
Corel DRAW and Visual Basic

• Include skill-based activities

• Supports every new concept and idea with clear-cut and practical examples

• Include topics thoroughly researched and certified by consultant teachers from schools

• Illustrations that lend enormous support as learning aids

• For teachers – Keypoint, Tip and Did You Know boxes to provide more information, 
useful tips and interesting facts about the topic  
being discussed

• Addendum on MS Office 2010

ISBN Level Price

9780230323612 Class 0 275.00

9789350592113 Class 1 290.00

9789350592120 Class 2 335.00

9789350592137 Class 3 385.00

9789350592335 Class 4 400.00

9789350592342 Class 5 410.00

9789350592359 Class 6 455.00

9789350592366 Class 7 480.00

9789350592373 Class 8 495.00

Exploring Information Technology 

Classes: 0 – 8

–Windows 7 and MS Office 2007
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General Knowledge

Title

Level

Foundational Stage Preparatory Stage Middle Stage

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8

Mind Xpress        

GK Smart        
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General Knowledge

Mind Xpress is a General Knowledge series to provide important knowledge and 
skills in a logical developmental sequence for in-depth understanding. Topics based 
on life skills and critical thinking empower students in developing skills such as 
analysing situations, making reasoned judgement and solving problems as they 
emerge. This lays a sound foundation for taking competitive exams in later years.

• Appropriate content that provides for all areas of a child’s development such as 
physical, emotional, social, linguistic  
and cognitive

• Has an attractive layout, double-page spreads with child-friendly illustrations and 
photographs that appeal to children and adults alike 

• Self-directed and hands-on activities, quizzes, puzzles, riddles, etc., that require 
young learners to be creative and innovative, and gives them the confidence and 
skills to use critical and creative thinking purposefully

• Board Games help improve analytical and decision-making skills

• A Step Further are inquiry-based activities to enhance students’ ability to think 
sequentially, creatively and critically

• Sounds Interesting give interesting and useful snippets of information

• Help Box provides cues to students to complete the activities successfully

• My Earth Songs by Grammy® Award Winning Composer and Conservationist 
Ricky Kej to sensitise students on sustainability and conservation

GK Web support available for classes 1 to 8

 9 100–120 Interactive activities per level 
 9 Themes-sports, politics, history, entertainment, science, etc.
 9 16 page quarterly newsletter 
 9 MACVISTA available for download

Visit: https://gk.macmillaneducation.in

ISBN Level Price

9789389018301 Class 1 285.00

9789389018318 Class 2 310.00

9789389018325 Class 3 335.00

9789389018332 Class 4 345.00

9789389018349 Class 5 345.00

9789389018356 Class 6 345.00

9789389018363 Class 7 360.00

9789389018370 Class 8 365.00

Mind Xpress
Classes: 1 – 8
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General Knowledge

GK Smart
Classes: 1 – 8

GK Smart is a scientifically graded series for classes 1 to 8, catering to students across all boards. It is based on 
the Theory of Multiple Intelligences (MI), which helps teachers to find natural intelligences of their students. The 
theory is scientifically proven to engage learners with different intelligences. The series includes age-appropriate 
information, designed to make general knowledge more meaningful, fun oriented and interactive.

KEY FEATURES
 Each Smart Sheet in GK Smart has been designed to cater to one or more of the MI.
 An eye-catching icon on top of each Smart Sheet indicates the type of intelligence or specific ability the Smart 

Sheet targets for students’ successful learning. Sometimes, more than one type of intelligence may be tested in 
the same Smart Sheet. 

 Smart SEAL (Skill-based Evaluation of Aptitude and Learning) includes specially designed test papers for 
students which will help teachers to assess and identify the students’ natural intelligence (skills and aptitude) 
and potential areas for improvement.

 The series thus helps students to find their aptitude based on their natural abilities and thus cultivate affective 
goals, such as future career goals.

 Thematic arrangement of topics covering varied content, such as Living World, Logic and Reasoning, Food and 
Beverages, Language and Literature, Sports and Entertainment, History and Culture, Science and Technology, 
Life Skills and Values, Art and Craft and so on

 Personality Focus entries to inspire young students as each book in the series is dedicated to a great person 
who has left his/her mark on the world.

 Did You Know entries give interesting facts and trivia to excite students.
 Quoteworthy entries give inspiring and relevant quotes by eminent personalities to capture students’ 

imagination.
 Designed to make the class more interactive and fun with the addition of interesting craft, origami and hands-

on activities, quizzes and memory games.
 Includes My Earth Songs cards by Ricky Kej, Grammy Award winning composer, targeting Sustainable 

Development Goals of the United Nations to sensitise young learners.

Macmillan Publishers India Pvt. Ltd.
www.macmillaneducation.in

9 7 8 9 3 8 7 9 1 4 8 9 6

ISBN 93- 87914- 89- 5
` 160 

Weight:

DIGITAL LEARNING RESOURCES

Visit: http://gk.macmillaneducation.in
Customer Support Number: +91-8130588966
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GK Smart is a scientifically graded series, catering to students across all boards. 
The series is based on Howard Gardner’s Theory of Multiple Intelligences (MI), which 
helps teachers to find natural intelligences of their students.

• Each Smart Sheet has been designed to cater to one or more of the Multiple 
Intelligences

• Thematic arrangement of topics covering varied content, such as Living World, 
Logic and Reasoning, Food and Beverages, Literature and Language, Sports and 
Entertainment, Culture and Heritage, Science and Technology, Life Skills and 
Values, and Art and Craft

• Personality Focus for students to draw inspiration from the lives of great 
personalities

• Did You Know provides interesting facts and trivia on the target concept

• Quoteworthy, a collection of thought-provoking quotes by eminent personalities 
to inspire students

• Specially designed test papers called Smart SEAL (Skill-based Evaluation of 
Aptitude and Learning) for the students. The grading sheet for teachers provides 
the method of assessment and helps them to identify the students’ natural 
intelligences (skills and aptitude) and potential areas for improvement

• 'My Earth Songs' bookmarks based on UN’s Sustainable Development Goals, 
composed by Ricky Kej, Grammy Award Winning Composer, to sensitise students 
on conservation

• eBytes, an App that provides additional general knowledge content capsules with 
relevant images and videos

ISBN Level Price

9789387914896 Class 1 240.00

9789387914902 Class 2 260.00

9789387914919 Class 3 285.00

9789387914926 Class 4 290.00

9789387914933 Class 5 310.00

9789387914940 Class 6 325.00

9789387914957 Class 7 335.00

9789387914964 Class 8 345.00



Value Education and  
Life Skills

Title

Level

Foundational 
Stage Preparatory Stage Middle Stage Secondary Stage

C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10

Little Leaders     

Young Leaders   

Winners  

On Track          

Touchstone        

Garden of Life          
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Value Education and Life Skills

Little Leaders (1-5) and Young Leaders (6-8) is a path-breaking series of books on 
character-building and fostering good citizenship by Shiv Khera, the motivational 
speaker of global repute and an educator. The series is structured with the most 
robust inputs to help children grow into contributing, productive adults exhibiting 
integrity, honesty, and respect.

• Provides students the opportunity to question, discuss and arrive at conclusions

• Positive auto suggestions have been included in each lesson to help develop a 
positive attitude among children

Winners opens channels of communication between teenagers and adults. The 
message for the teenager is not prescriptive; it is descriptive. 

• Concepts explained through simple and easy activities that can be done 
individually and in groups

• Stories of people from real life

• Makes the study of core values interesting and easy for high school students

ISBN Level Price

9789350595954 Class 1 370.00

9789350595961 Class 2 370.00

9789350595978 Class 3 370.00

9789350595985 Class 4 370.00

9789350595992 Class 5 370.00

ISBN Level Price

9789350596005 Class 6 365.00

9789350596012 Class 7 365.00

9789350596029 Class 8 365.00

ISBN Level Price

9789350593097 Class 9 365.00

9789350593080 Class 10 365.00

Little Leaders / Young Leaders

Winners

Classes: 1 – 5

Classes: 9 – 10

Classes: 6 – 8

`

Macmillan Publishers India Pvt. Ltd.
www.macmillaneducation.in
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` 199

Macmillan Publishers India Pvt. Ltd.
www.macmillaneducation.in

ISBN Level Price

9789354553431 Class 1 285.00

9789354553448 Class 2 285.00

9789354553455 Class 3 285.00

9789354553509 Class 4 285.00

9789354553516 Class 5 315.00

ISBN Level Price

9789354553530 Class 6 315.00

9789354553585 Class 7 315.00

9789354553592 Class 8 315.00

9789354553608 Class 9 350.00

9789354553615 Class 10 350.00

• The series is based on the ten core life-skills strategies and techniques listed 
by UNICEF, UNESCO, and WHO: problem solving, critical thinking, effective 
communication skills, decision-making, creative thinking, interpersonal relationship 
skills, self-awareness building skills, empathy, coping with stress, coping with 
emotions

• Includes sections on self-esteem, emotional development and conflict 
resolution, and personal safety

• Provides young people an opportunity to question, explore and assess 
situations, form their own values and make decisions

• FREE Parents’ Manual and Class-wise Teacher's Manual available.

On Track
Classes: 1 – 10

   Dr Shekhar Seshadri
     Dr Sangeeta Saksena

Dr Shaibya SaldanhaCustomer Support Number: +91-9599880881

` 295.00

Weight 000g

A unique series, also for the first time, with parent’s manuals.
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For the credentials of the authors please see inside front cover.

Circle Time: The activities included are simple, 
enjoyable, introspective and interactive, 
incorporating the principles of auditory, visual and 
kinaesthetic learning. Apart from helping to set 
classroom values, the tasks encourage students 
to focus, discuss, share and make meaningful 
connections, and thereby adhere to the principles 
of restorative practices.

Collaboration: Following the tenets of the 
4Cs outlined in NEP 2020—Critical thinking, 
Collaboration, Communication and Creativity—
focussed collaborative activities are assigned 
for learners to develop their emotional, social, 
creative and communication skills.

Time with Teacher/Interact: Opening up 
conversations on select topics, this feature helps 
learners develop a scientific temper and build on 
existing experiences as they acquire new ones.

Art Time: Art-integrated learning tasks explore the 
creative mind sets of learners while offering an 
element of fun and entertainment.

Experiential Learning: Each and every task in 
On Track® provides learners with enriching 
experiential learning that will hone their Life Skills 
for enhanced confidence and clarity.

Supported by a FREE Teacher’s Manual with lesson 
plans, extended activities, suggested answer keys 
and suggestions and tips on how to transact Life 
Skills lessons in class.

Also available FREE Parent’s Manual to help 
parents enable their children in developing Life 
Skills.

The National Education Policy of 2020 lays 
emphasis on the development of 21st century skills 
in learners, and Life Skills are one of the major 
components of these 21st century skills. 

The COVID-19 pandemic and its aftermath have 
brought in their wake real-life challenges for 
learners of today. In this context, the importance of 
Life Skills cannot be emphasised enough.

The World Health Organization (WHO) has defined 
life skills as, ‘the abilities for adaptive and positive 
behaviour that enable individuals to deal effectively 
with the demands and challenges of everyday life’. 
UNICEF defines life skills as ‘a behaviour change or 
behaviour development approach designed to address 
a balance of three areas: knowledge, attitude and 
skills’. WHO, UNICEF and UNESCO have further listed 
ten core life skills strategies and techniques to be 
imparted to learners.

Based on these strategies and techniques, On Track® 
for classes 1 to 10, is a series on personal safety 
and 21st century skills. On Track® offers learners 
the much needed guidance in developing life skills 
through real-life examples, motivational stories, 
activities and introspective tasks.

On Track® also aims to empower students to protect 
themselves, promote health and develop meaningful 
and enriching relationships even as they cope 
with challenges of the day. Learners are offered 
ample opportunities to question, explore and 
assess situations, form their own values and make 
decisions for the present and the future.

A SERIES ON PERSONAL SAFETY AND 21ST CENTURY SKILLS

A SERIES ON PERSONAL SAFETY AND 21ST CENTURY SKILLS
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Value Education and Life Skills

Touchstone, follows a comprehensive and pragmatic approach to enable our young 
adults to rise to higher levels of endeavour and achievement.

The core values dealt in the series revolve around health and hygiene; responsibility 
for self-development; responsibility towards one’s work/duty; harmony and 
common brotherhood, social responsibility; love, care and compassion; protection 
of environment; critical and creative thinking; scientific temper, and appreciation for 
beauty and aesthetics.

• Each lesson begins with a thought-provoking quote by great personalities

• ‘Points to ponder’ lists a set of questions for reflection

• ‘Read and Reflect’ include interesting stories, anecdotes and poems based on  
the value

• ‘Your workspace’, ‘Your skill space’ at the end of each lesson to assess the 
internalisation of values

Education is complete and comprehensive only when academics with its knowledge 
embraces value education with its wisdom. Knowledge as ‘information’ must be 
guided by wisdom as ‘transformation’ to empower children to become architects of 
a beautiful world.

Garden of Life, a series on Value Education is designed and developed with this 
larger and all-embracing vision. Through this series, children, parents and teachers 
unite to create a happy, healthy and harmonious educational ambience. Thus 
empowered, schools and families create a firm foundation upon which is built a 
superstructure of a more prosperous, progressive and peaceful society, nation and 
world.

• Warm-up - activities and tasks for reorientation  

• Think - Thought-provoking and introspective section 

• New stories in the present context, to teach values as suggested by the NCERT 

• Easy-to-understand language 

• Activities and games related to the values taught in the lesson

• Homework and Exercises for self-evaluation on the values learned 

• My Value Wheel - to recapitulate values learnt in the lesson 

• In-built teacher’s resource

• Interesting use of cartoons for values in classes 1 to 5

• My Earth Songs by Grammy Award Winning Composer, Ricky Kej

ISBN Level Price

9789388175340 Class 1 300.00

9789388175357 Class 2 305.00

9789388175364 Class 3 320.00

9789388175371 Class 4 320.00

9789388175388 Class 5 320.00

9789388175395 Class 6 340.00

9789388175401 Class 7 340.00

9789388175418 Class 8 350.00

9789388175425 Class 9 360.00

9789388175432 Class 10 370.00

ISBN Level Price

9789350598184 Class 1 230.00

9789350598320 Class 2 235.00

9789350598337 Class 3 245.00

9789350598498 Class 4 260.00

9789350598504 Class 5 265.00

9789350599204 Class 6 270.00

9789350599211 Class 7 270.00

9789350599228 Class 8 270.00

Touchstone

Garden of Life

Classes: 1 – 8

Classes: 1 – 10

` 185.00

Weight 000gWeb Support: www.resources.macmillaneducation.in
Customer Support Number: +91-8130588966

Education is complete and comprehensive only when academics with 

its knowledge embraces value education with its wisdom. Knowledge as 

‘information’ must be guided by wisdom as ‘transformation’ to empower 

children to become architects of a beautiful world.

The earth is reeling under countless challenges in this new millennium. 

Academic education has to work hand in hand with value education to create 

a global community of young people who balance their personal growth and 

contribute to humanity in their own ways.

Garden of Life, a series on Value Education for classes 1 to 10 is designed 

and developed with this larger and all-embracing vision. Through this series, 

children, parents and teachers unite to create a happy, healthy and harmonious 

educational ambience. Thus empowered, schools and families create a firm 

foundation upon which is built a superstructure of a more prosperous, 

progressive and peaceful society, nation and world. 
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For further information, please contact the nearest Macmillan Office

• North India

D-90, Sector-2, Noida-201301,  
       Uttar Pradesh  
       Landline: (0120) 4000100

• East India

27 Shakespeare Sarani, First Floor,  
       Kolkata-700017 
       Landline: (033) 22834480/81/82

• West India

404, Antariksh, Thakur House,  
       Makwana Road, Off. Marol, Maroshi Road 
       Marol, Andheri (East), Mumbai-400059 
       Landline: (022) 29201562

• South India

21, Ground Floor, Patullos Road, Chennai-600002  
       Tamil Nadu, Landline: (044) 40633633

Write to us at:  
macmillanmarketing@macmillaneducation.com


